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This is the true story of Marie and Joel - 2 very smart Columbia College students. 
With the help of MyCityHome Group, they and their respective families invested in 
more than just an education at Columbia. Take a look at what happened .... 
Marie - 1 Bdrm condo 2 blks from campus center 
Purchased in 2003 for $182,500 
Current Value in 2006 $232,500 
Appreciation 27o/o 
Joel - 2 Bdrm condo across from dorm 
Purchased in 2001 for 
Sold home in 2005 for 
Appreciation 
$207,000 
$285,000 
38o/o 
Appreciat ion $ for 3 yrs +$50,000 Gross $ for 4 yrs +$78,000 
*Joel also had roommates to help pay for his mortgage. Very smart. 
If Maria rented her housing for 4 years ... If Joel rented his housing for 4 years ... 
Housing costs - $28,000 Housing costs - $28,000 
Investment opportunity lost - $50,000 Investment opportunity lost - $78,000 
Total Loss -$78,000 Total Loss -$106,000 
MyCityHome Group can help you do the same. Start by giving us call to find out how. 
See ... you're already getting smarter. 
DAVE.,,_~ 
~ MANOJ 
D AVID A UFFARTH 
312/593-2424 
MANOJ MUKKADA 
312/593-1818 
R E A L T y 
Keller Williams Realty- Licensed Chicago, IL 
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Echo magazine is published twice 
a year by the Columbia College 
Journalism Department. Contents 
copyrighted by Columbia College 
Chicago. Reproduction in whole or 
in part without written consent 
from the publisher is prohibited. 
Writers and editors must enroll in 
the College Magazine Workshop 
class. For permission, contact 
Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin at 
speshkin@colum.edu or 
312.344.8918. Photo/illustration 
editors can enroll as independent 
study students; photographers and 
illustrators can work on a free-
lance basis. Contact Elio Leturia at 
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MELISSA ALBERT 
loves to write 
about books and 
anything else 
that piques her 
interest. 
• 
• 
: RUTH READER 
• 
: enjoys writing 
about urban liv-
ing and intends 
to freelance after 
graduation. 
: '---~ 
• 
• 
• JEN BILLOCK : 
• 
writes about food : 
and restaurants 
and plans to get 
a job as a food 
critic. 
K. ANDERSON 
savors food and 
investigative 
writing as well as 
radio writing and 
production. 
JENE SHAW 
loves the arts, 
but is most inter-
sted in writing 
l about health and 
• l food. 
• 
• 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
TRISH BENDIX 
enjoys writing 
stories and social 
: commentary 
l about music, pop 
• 
: culture and the 
relationship 
between the two. 
JULIE SALTZMAN 
is a freelance 
writer and the 
co-owner of 
· The Writer's 
Space at 4802 
N. Broadway Ave. 
THIS ISSUE OF ECHO MAGAZINE ,vas created in the College Magazine Worksl1op, an upper-level jot1rnalism 
class at Colt1mbia College Chicago. In the past, ,ve distributed it on ca1npt1s, thinking of it n1ainly as a college mag-
azine. But Echo has grown up into a city magazine-a pt1blication for curious, creative l)eople throt1ghot1t Chicago. 
We started the semester brainstorming ideas, looking for new topics as well as fresh takes on isst1es that l1ad bee11 
writte11 about before. We edited each other throt1ghot1t the process, fro1n general guidance on the story ideas to 11it-
picky editing on the final versions. We carefully fact-checked a11d copy-edited all the stories, calli11g sot1rces to con-
firm facts and q11otes and flipping through the dictionary and the AP Stylebook. We l)rainstormed ill11stratio11 
strategies and marveled as 011r colleagues fron1 the photography de1)artment, St,lC)' a11d Collee11, tt1r11ed ot1r con-
cepts i11to high-q11ality images a11d artwork. We tried to re1nember ho,v to 11se ot1r desig11 progra111, Qt1ark. 
Yot1're holding the res11lts of our efforts in yo11r hands. Please let tis knovv "'rh,1t )'Oll thinl< c)f it! Yo11'll find 011r co11-
tact information after each of 011r articles. Our ad,risors, Sh,1ro11 Bloyd-Peshki11 (speshl<i11@col11111.ed11) and Elio 
Let11ria (eleturia@colun1.edt1) welcome yo11r feedbacl<, too. 
MAYME PACE 
enjoys writing 
profiles and 
aspires to work 
on the business 
side of maga-
• z1nes. 
SAHAR KAHN LAUREN TUMAS 
loves to write is ready to con-
about travel, ! quer the maga-
l fashion and inter- zine industry and 
l national politics. yearns to write 
! profiles, features 
' 
' and fashion sto-
• r1es. 
ANDREW 
STANDAERT 
enjoys writing 
about fashion 
and hopes to 
cover stories on 
how horses 
enhance people's 
lives. 
• 
• 
' • 
: JESSICA BOURNE 
• 
: wants to use her 
writing skills, 
creativity and 
love of horses 
to contribute to 
. the equestrian 
l industry. 
' • 
• 
• 
: COLLEEN BAKER 
• 
: enjoys taking 
photos of every-
thing from nature 
to fashion and 
aspires to work 
: as a photo editor . 
• 
• 
' •
• 
: STACY SMITH 
• 
: set out to create 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
' 
a visually 
appealing maga-
zine that is a 
gallery of writing 
and art. 
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Unmatched quality, innovation 
and features. That's Nikon Digital. 
Life moves fast. The Nikon D50 moves faster. 
Simply pick it up, tum it on and start taking unbelievable pictures. 
Because the Nikon D50 is easy-to-use, you'll get amazing pictures 
in any situation. And legendary Nikkor optics means you'll capture 
stunning details for small and large prints alike. Plus, with Nikon's 
exclusive battery technology, you can take thousands of pictures 
on a single charge. At the heart of every Nikon camera is Nikon's 
Exclusive Feature System, making it easy for anyone to take 
amazing digital pictures. 
Nikon D70s(tm) Outfit 
Performance capable of capturing 
all the action in stride 
COMPACT 
DIGITAL 
Nikon CoolpiX® P3 digitalcamera 
Passion made powerful 
• 8.0 effective megapixels with 3.5x 
Zoom-Nikko'® glass lens 
• Incredible, bright 2.5-inch LCD 
s4499s 
• 6.1 effective megapixel CCD offers clear and sharp resolution 
• Large 2-inch LCD monitor dearly displays images and menu 
information 
sggggs 
Outfit includes: 070s camera body, 18-70mm f3.5-4.5G ED-IF AF-S DX 
Zoom-Nikko!® lens, MH-18a Quick Charger, EN-EL3a Li-ion 
Rechargeable Battery and Nikon PictureProject™ software 
# //tOII 
•• 
Nikon CoolpiX® S5 digitalcamera 
Brilliance made beautiful 
• 6.0 effective megapixels with 3x 
Zoom-Nikko'® ED glass lens 
• Incredible, bright 2.5-inch LCD 
s3499s 
Nikon Coolpix® L2 digitalcamera 
Memories made easy 
• 6.0 effective megapixels with 3x 
Zoom-Nikko'® glass lens 
• Big, bright 2.0-inch LCD 
s24995 
S69995 
Nikon oso(tm) Outfit 
Outfit includes: 050 camera body, 
18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G ED AF-S 
DX Zoom-Nikkor® lens, MH-18a 
Quick Charger, EN-EL3 Li-ion 
Rechargeable Battery and Nikon 
PictureProject ™ software 
6.1 effective megapixel Nikon DX 
Format CCD image sensor delivers 
great pictures with high resolution 
and sharp details that allow for 
cropping 
~~~~b~!~!!~al~!fil~~:!~~!~~! 
flash control is set to match the camera body: i-TTL 
Balanced Fill-Flash control with the 02H, D-m 
Balanced Fill-Flash control and Auto Aperture Flash 
(AA) with 01 Series and 0100 digital SLR cameras, 
and m and Non-m Auto Flash (A) with film cameras 
s3199s 
Nikon Coolpix@ L4 digitalcamera 
Memories made easy 
• 4.0 effective megapixels with 3x 
Zoom-Nikko'® glass lens 
• Big, bright 2.0-inch LCD 
s1499s 
Nikon Authorized Dealer S n•ng Nikon Mail-In Rebate Save Up To 
. · 1:,. $200 on select ~ Nikon,~ All Nikon products include Nikon Inc. USA one-year limited warranty. 
©2006 Nikon Inc. Models & prices are subject to change. 
l'eilft:lt Lenses & Speedlights 
2006 LENSISPEEOLIGHT REBATES 05/01/06 - 07/31/06 At the heart of the Image,. 
Central Camera Company 
PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS SINCE 1899 • Our 107th Year 
312-427-5580 
230 S. Wabash Ave .• Chicago, IL 60604 
1-800-421-1899 Outside Local Area Codes 
TOLL FREE FOR ORDERS & INFORMATION • All 50 States. Canada & Puerto Rico 
On the Web: www.centralcamera.com • email: info@centralcamera.com 
FREE De Ii very UPS Ground• 48 States• Over $50.00 • Under 10 lbs. 
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NOEIMA WILSON, a self-described 
fat kid who taught herself to ride 
a bike in an alley just last year, 
expertly adjusts the derailleur on 
the bike she's building from 
scratch. 
With help from the Cycling 
Sisters, Wilson has 
The Cycling Sisters 
aim to put an end to 
maiden-in-distress 
syndrome 
with a punctured tire. 
For $5, women can attend one 
of the Cycling Sisters' 
.,. ' 
Ill 
COLLEEN BAKER 
Cycling sisters Sarah Kaplan and Janine Zimnie tune up their bikes. 
grown to love all parts 
of her bike: chains, 
grease, derail leur and 
spokes. "This is my 
horse, my friend, my 
companion," Wilson 
says. 
The Cycling Sisters' 
mission has evolved 
Cycling Sisters 
Mechanic Workshop 
www.cyclingsisters.org 
6 to 9 pm 
Sunday nights 
West Town Bikes 
2148 W. North Ave. 
hands-on Sunday night 
workshops at West 
Town Bikes. 
The Sunday night 
workshops buzz with 
rants about rude drivers 
and opinions about the 
best bike routes. "The 
lakefront bike path is one of the 
most dangerous and wacky places 
to ride," Kilgore says. The Sisters 
also dish about trends in bike fash-
ion. "Safety style is sexy, hip, and 
chic," says Sarah Kaplan, a Cycling 
Sister who rode to a January work-
shop in long shorts over leggings 
to keep her pants out of the chain. 
BYOB (that's bike, not beer) and 
learn useful maintenance tips like 
how to fix a flat and how to adjust 
your brakes. 
from organizing rides and making 
connections in the male-dominat-
ed cycling community to actively 
promoting all aspects of two-
wheeled independence. Founding 
member Gin Kilgore, a teacher and 
bicycle advocate, believes the key 
to encouraging women's cycling is 
knocking down the barriers to the 
sport. Since many women lack 
basic repair skills, they avoid bik-
ing, she says, fearing they'll be 
stranded on the side of the road 
COLLEEN BAKER 
IT'S 5:30 PM ON A THURSDAY after-
noon in the Fox 32 main studio. 
Sportscaster and The Final Word 
host Corey McPherrin has just fin-
ished filming a short segment in 
front of a green screen wedged 
between the weather center and 
the main news table. "I have kind 
of a goofy look on my face at the 
end," he tells the cameraman. 
"Let's do that one over." 
G) ECHO SUMMER FALL 2006 
-JULIE SALTZMAN 
saddle," Ki I gore says. ramp. SAFE CYCLING 
Wear a helmet. But don't 
stop there. Here are the 
Cycling Sisters' top tips 
for safe urban cycling: 
2 Ride with the flow of 
traffic and stay out of 
parked cars' door zones. 
3 Use hand signals to let 
drivers know what direc-
tion you are going. 
5 Use extra caution near 
intersections. 
reflective clothing, espe-
cially at night. 
9 Pedal the road less 
traveled. If you want to 
ride the lakefront path, 
pedal south from down-
town, not north. 
6 Keep your tires fully 
inflated. 
1 Adjust your seat height 
properly. "Women ride 
with their feet too low 
to the ground because 
they're afraid to get 
their butts out of the 
4 Don't assume car driv-
ers will stop or even look 
before making a right 
turn off a highway exit 
7 Schlep your gear in a 
way that won't interfere 
with your bike (in pan-
niers, a backpack or a 
seat rack). 
8 Wear brightly colored, 
10 Join a bicycling group 
and ride with other 
cyclists. There's safety in 
numbers. 
Fox 32's Corey McPherrin is firmly anchored in Chicago 
Calling the shots is a luxury 
McPherrin has earned. He spent 
years at smaller stations before 
landing the job broadcast majors 
dream of getting. His Emmy awards 
and success took passion, determi-
nation and many nights and week-
ends away from home. 
Born in Markham, Ill., McPherrin 
knew he was interested in journal-
ism from the age of 12. In high 
school, he took every journalism 
class his school offered. He graduat-
ed from Butler University in 1977 
and began his career in Davenport, 
Iowa. He worked in New Orleans, 
Denver and Atlanta before getting 
a job in New York as the primary 
sportscaster at WABC. 
From day one, he wanted to 
return to Chicago. In 1991, he took 
a position with CBS-owned WBBM 
TV 2. "It was a dream come true," 
he says. "I would have had a better 
chance at winning the lottery." 
In 1995, he moved to Fox 32, 
where he stil l is the sports anchor 
for "Fox 32 News at Nine" and "Fox 
Kickoff Live" during football sea-
son. "I like it as much today as the 
first day I started," he says. 
You can't get a job like this if 
you're after money and fame, he 
says. "You need to go full forward 
24/7 with full fire in your belly and 
be in attack mode from the get go, 
all with an amazing work ethic." 
McPherrin suggests that students 
try to find out about job openings 
before they are posted by network-
ing with people in the field. The 
broadcasting world is highly subjec-
tive, he says; one person may love 
you on air, but another may think 
you're awful. Be patient. "A lot of 
our interns that I see come in here 
are pretty naive. They think they 
will all be able to work in Chicago 
in 10 years, but realistically they will 
be lucky to work in Peoria's indus-
try by then," he says. 
McPherrin hopes to stay in 
Chicago for the rest of his career. "I 
don't want to do anything else," h 
says. "I have a great appreciation 
for having this opportunity." 
-LAUREN TUMAS 
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CAMP EVENTS 
STEER DE CORA TING 
A two-person team leads a roped 
steer out of the chute. As the animal 
bucks, the team garnishes its tail with 
a bow and releases the rope from its 
horns. The fastest team wins. If you 
don't know much about the back end 
of a steer, take McGill's advice: "The 
tail end isn't where you want to be." 
GOAT DRESSING 
Two cowboys armed with a pair of 
briefs corner a goat. One cowpoke 
lifts the goat's legs while the other 
slides the panties over its rump. 
WILD DRAG RACE 
A three-person event in which a 
cowgirl manhandles a beefy steer out 
of the chute. She and a cowboy 
mount a drag queen onto the steer 
and make a mad dash to the finish 
line. "Not necessarily for beginners," 
McGill says. 
AT'S WHERE 
For more information: 
Illinois Gay Rodeo 
Association 
312.409.3835 
www.ilgra.com 
For shuttles to and 
from the ranch: 
Charlie's Bar 
3726 N. Broadway 
Ave., Chicago 
773.871.8887 
Jackhammer 
6406 N. Clark St., 
Ch icago 
773. 7 43.5772 
Champions party: 
The Edge Bar 
13126 S. Western Ave., 
Blue Island 
708.597 .8379 
• • 
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SCHEDULE 
Thursday, 
August 24 
7 pm to 2 am: 
Bar crawl 
Friday, 
August 25 
9 pm to 2 am: 
Welcome party 
The Edge Bar 
Saturday, 
August 26 
9 am: Front 
gate opens 
Noon: Grand 
entry 
1 to 5 pm: 
Rodeo per-
formance 
1 to 7 pm: 
Dancing and 
entertainment 
Sunday, 
August 27 
9 am: Front 
gate opens 
Noon: Grand 
entry 
12:30 to 5 pm: 
Rodeo per-
formance 
12:30 to 7 pm: 
Dancing and 
entertainment 
9 am: Awards 
. 
ceremony 1n 
Alsip 
10 pm to 2 am: 
Meet the 
champions 
party at The 
Edge Bar 
ECHO. 
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THE WORLD OF FITNESS is always 
evolving. After step aerobics and 
spinning, there were 100 varia-
tions on martial arts and even 
stiletto strength and striptease 
classes. Now a new sexually 
charged program has created a 
buzz around Hollywood and is 
spreading to Chicago. The S Factor, 
a workout based on the moves of 
striptease, yoga and Pilates, prom-
ises to make you fit, flexible and 
sexually empowered in just eight 
weeks. 
Named after the "S Walk," a 
sexy and relaxed movement 
taught and used throughout the 
class, this new approach to fitness 
was begun by former actress 
Sheila Kelley ("The Blue Iguana") 
in Los Angeles. Body Within studio 
owner and instructor Margarette 
Raymond, who was taught by 
Kelley, has brought it to Chicago, 
where she hopes to share it with 
women of all ages. 
"It is a class that is based on 
striptease and pole dancing, but it 
is really about stripping away your 
inhibitions," Raymond says. "It's 
very freeing and it transfers over 
to other areas of your life." 
Sound appealing? Cindy 
Crawford, Teri Hatcher and Debra 
Messing seem to think so. 
DRESS NOT 
TO GE LAID 
Can a sensual ne,v workout 14 outine help you 
lose your inhibitions and tighten your tush? 
Raymond bumped elbows with 
them in Kelley's Los Angeles fit-
ness studio. 
But is the Windy City ready for 
this Wisteria Lane edge of 
women's fitness? Echo decided to 
brave the "stripper wannabe" 
name-calling from friends and find 
out. 
Forty dollars got me into an 
introductory class, which promised 
to gently introduce the basics. 
The room was lit by candles and 
had three poles and a chair in the 
corner. "Women are nervous 
because it's intimidating, but all 
doors are locked during classes, 
there are no mirrors and no one 
ever observes," Raymond reas-
sured me. Still, I had visions of 
reenacting the time I fell off the 
pole during my Girl Scout field trip 
to the fire station. 
The two-hour class began with 
stretching and light abdominal 
work as slow music played in the 
background. Then we started the 
sensual floor work, which 
involved intense stretching during 
which we were encouraged to 
glide our hands over our bodies. 
This sensual move was a little 
strange in a fitness class and a bit 
embarrassing. 
When it was time for the pole 
work, Raymond demonstrated 
how to do the firefly, a basic spin 
around the pole. I had seen 
enough drunken people pole 
dancing on reality shows to figure 
this one out, I thought. Starting at 
the wall, I did the signature S 
Walk to a pole, placed both hands 
on it above my head and wrapped 
my right leg around the pole just 
above waist level. Then I tried to 
put the lower part of my shin 
against the pole and push away to 
swing around it one time. It was 
harder than it looked. 
Raymond immediately realized 
that I was pole-impaired. Everyone 
else had managed to do it perfect-
ly, and now they stopped and 
• 
CHEAP AND TACKY 
Wear Suspenders, a side 
ponytail and a holiday 
turtleneck or any other 
hideous item of cloth-
ing you own. If you're 
really in the spirit, pa int 
on some herpes and other 
visible STDs, or stuff your shirt 
and go in the family way. 
Wear Any piece of outrageous 
clothing that has sequins, span-
dex or polyester. If it shows a 
lot of unnecessary skin, you can 
incorporate cheap and tacky at -; < , , 
the same time. If you're not "'1~ 
sure what cheap and tacky '~¥-~ , 
is, find the nearest Forever -~ , ~ '~ 
21 and ask the sales rep to 
recommend something in 
Serve Beer, reminding 
everyone that the more they 
drink, the cuter everyone else 
gets (STDs and all). 
Don't forget ... Be careful 
not to offend any of your 
friends by dressing as they ordi-
narily do, unless that's what 
you're going for! 
4D ECHO SUMMER FALL 2006 
gold lame. 
Serve Boone's Farm. 
Don't forget ... To 
wrap something from 
your apartment, like a half-
empty bottle of dish soap or an 
old earring that lost its match, 
as a gift for your host. 
watched me. Raymond patiently 
showed me one more time, and 
something clicked. Everyone 
cheered when I came around cor-
rectly, but I realized that years of 
dance classes hadn't prepared me 
for a stripping job. 
"It's a phenomenal workout 
that's so much fun," effuses class 
participant Amy Helgren, 49. "I 
think it's great for women of all 
ages, especially young women 
dealing with sexuality and body 
image." 
"It's really about giving your-
self permission to feel good in 
your body, not five or ten or even 
25 pounds from now, but in this 
moment," Raymond adds. 
Raymond plans to add week-
end bachelorette parties to teach-
lap dance routines to brides-to-be. 
(Add that to your wedding reg-
istry!) But she's especially excited 
about starting a "Gentle Splendor" 
class for older and injured women 
based on one she saw in Los 
Angeles, where a 90-year-old 
woman participated. 
"When I was in LA, I saw 
women of all shapes, sizes and 
ages," Raymond says. "The most 
beautiful were comfortable in 
their bodies." 
-LAUREN TUMAS 
• 
new 1st 
STATE PARTY 
Wear Go as the Unite 
State of your choice and 
play into any and all stereo 
types. Going as Alaska? 
Bundle up. Hawaii? Wear a 
lei and a hula ski rt while 
walking around with a same 
sex friend shouting, "Just ma~ 
ried ! " 
Serve Anything America 
for an appetizer. Guests 
should bring a finger-food dish 
from their state. 
Don't forget ... Some states 
are more difficult than others, 
and some are very similar. Don't 
be offended if someone thinks 
you're Arizona when you're 
clearly New Mexico. 
I nTenseCITY 
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SECOND CITY IS THE HISTORIC landmark for 
Chicago's comedy scene, but bar and pub 
venues are the stomping grounds of up-and-
coming groups as well as established comedi-
ans. 
Angela McMahon, whose improv and 
sketch comedy group, Chemically Imbalanced 
Comedy, performed in bars before moving to 
the Cornservatory on Lincoln Avenue, says 
the bar scene is a blessing and a curse. "It 
really gets you within arm's length of the 
audience. It's personal and eye to eye," she 
says. "The advantage of the theater is you 
know everyone really wants to be there." 
The heart of the comic bar scene is improv 
comedy, in which players make up skits on 
the spot. Bars throughout the city host 
improv nights either on occasion or on a reg-
ular schedule. Be sure to check times and 
cover fees before venturing out because 
these groups' schedules can be as unpre-
dictable as their performances. 
Here are some Chicago improv groups 
whose comedic administrations will make 
beer come spraying out of even the most 
stone-faced patron's nose. 
Chicago improv comedy 
groups take a crack 
at the bar scene 
The group: The Angry Northeast 
Last seen: Mullen's on Clark, 3527 N. Clark 
St. 773.325.2319 
The funny: This four-man improv group pro-
vides a fast-paced, half-hour show that focus-
es on stereotypes and gender roles, incorpo-
rating audience suggestions into an explosive 
and socially subversive show. "We love improv 
and do it anywhere we can," says Angry 
-
Northeast member James Harris. 
"At Mullen's we get to 
play." The group also per-
forms at The Playground 
Theater, 3902 N. Halsted 
St. and the i.O. Theater, 
3541 N. Clark St. 
What to drink: "The 
cheapest beer on tap 
because that's what I drink," 
Harris says. 
MICHAEL MURPHY - JESSICA BOURNE Find out more: http://www.myspace.com/theangrynortheast 
• 
meparnes 
T 
Wear Dress as a character from a 
film by the director chosen by 
your host. Be as creative as you 
like, or be boring and pretend 
you were an extra in "that one 
scene." 
Serve Cristal. If that's out of 
the budget, champagne will do, 
preferably out of glasses so it's all 
very Hollywood. 
Don't forget ... If your host is 
really into it, you may be asked 
to stay in character for the 
night, so choose accordingly. 
Animals, foreigners and 
Wookies are not advisable. 
- TRISH BENDIX 
---------------------------------------------------------------------·············-······-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
The group: Koleno 
Last seen: Ginger's Ale House, 3801 N. 
Ashland Ave. 773.348.2767 
The funny: Step into Ginger's Ale House for 
Koleno's Monday night improv and you might 
find yourself at a carnival, a funeral, or New 
Orleans days after Hurricane Katrina. The f ive 
members of Koleno pick a suggested location 
and take their audience on a half-hour romp 
to see the funnier side of 
even the most dire situa-
tion. "It gets pretty brutal," 
says Koleno member Steve 
Fleming. "We try to make each 
other break on stage." Keep an 
eye on Koleno for upcoming 
sketch comedy work and movie 
shorts. 
What to drink: "A 
Manhattan," suggests 
Fleming. "They're good for your heart." 
Find out more: www.thekoleno.com 
PHOTOS BY MICHAEL MURPHY 
The group: Dirty Water 
Last seen: Town Hall Pub, 3340 N. Halsted St. 
773.472.4405 
The funny: Meet English professor Roger 
Goldberg, blue-collar GE worker Perle Parlon, 
convenience store owner Pat McDonough, 
middle school teacher Rich King, and 
Sully the bartender. Most Friday 
nights, the boys of Dirty Water don 
these average-Joe personas, heft a 
beer and field conversation topics 
from bar patrons for an hour-long 
improv act during which friend-
ships are tested, fat camp stories 
are shared, and beer usually flies. 
This show isn't just in the bar; it is 
the bar. 
What to drink: "Bud Light," says 
Dirty Water member Adam 
Hyman. "For that seedy bar taste 
in your mouth." 
Find out more: www.dirtywaterimprov.com 
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1. Get married, pick up 
a copy of your birth 
certificate or change 
your name. 
Vital Records Division/ 
Bureau of Vital Statistics 
Randolph Street-lower 
concourse level 
4. Visit 2nd ward 
alderman Madeline 
Haithcock. 
City Hall Side, Room 
300, Ward 02 
312.744.6836 
6. FOIA? 
It may sound like a for-
eign language, but the 
Freedom of Information 
Act requires al l govern-
ment off ices to provide 
information about 
almost anything you 
want. 
6a County 3rd floor 
312.603.5307 
6b City Room 1109 
312.744.3419 
7. Apply for a 
city job. 
Department of Human 
Resources 
City Hall Side, 
Room 100 
312.744.1369 
• ECHO SUMMER FALL 2006 
2. Get a business 
license. 
Department of Business 
Affa irs and Licensing 
City Hall Side, 
Room 800 
312.744.6249 
• 
• 
COLLEEN BAKER 
8. Learn about Cook 
County properties, from 
identity of owners to mort-
gages and liens. Bring the 
PIN (parcel id number), go 
to http://www.cookcounty 
assessor.com/ccao/startres.ht 
ml. TIP: Enter only address 
and city. 
Recorder of Deeds 
County Side, Room 120 
312.603.5050 
w 
3. Attend a city council 
meeting. 
Chicago City Council 
City Hall Side, Council 
Chamber and Room 201A 
Schedule of upcoming 
meetings can be found at 
www.chicityclerk.com/city 
counci I/calendar. htm I 
• 
5. Pay your parking 
tickets, request a hear-
ing or pick up your city 
sticker. 
Department of 
Revenue 
City Hall Side, 
Room 107A 
312.747.4747 
N 
E RANDOLPH ST 
s C 
0 
0 
0 
0 
WASHINGTON ST 
9. Lost? 
Information booths are 
located at the f irst-
floor entrances on the 
county (LaSalle Street 
entrance) and city hall 
(Clark Street entrance) 
sides of the building. 
SOURCE AUGUST SALLAS 
Beyond the brai 
You don't need gray matte 
to get the green with thes 
non-academic scholarship 
> Sports Scholarships 
Bowl your way to the $500 John Jowdy 
Scholarship, offered by Columbia300 
(www.columbia300.com). 
Ollie into $5,000 with the Patrick Kerr 
Skateboard Scholarship Fund (www.skate-
boardscholarship.org). The organization 
offers three $1,000 scholarships, as well as 
one worth $5,000. 
--------------------------------------------···········------------
> Hobbies and Interests Scholarships 
The Chick & Sophie Major Memorial 
Scholarship Duck Calling Contest offers $2 
to $500 in scholarship money to the best 
quack. For more information, call 
870.673.1602. 
The Klingon Language Institute 
(www.kli.org) offers a $500 scholarship to a 
student in a language-related program. 
Familiarity with the warrior tongue isn't 
required. 
The American Sheep Industry Associati 
holds an annual contest for DIY enthusiast 
who can craft wool clothing. Baah! For mo 
information, contact Janet Mustread at 
j msews2@wi nco. net. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
> Genetics Scholarships 
Use your extra weight as an advantage! 
The National Association to Advance Fat 
Acceptance (www.naafa.org) offers schola 
ships of $1,000 and $500 to two students 
who wax poetic on "fat-related topics." 
Little People of America and Tall Clubs 
International offer $1,000 scholarships for 
people of extreme stature. Email 
info@lpaonline.org or tci-alternate-
exec@tall.org for information. 
------------------------------------------------------------------
> Other specialty scholarships 
The Vegetarian Resource Group: $5,000 
(www.vrg.org) 
The National Scholastic Surfing 
Association: varies (www.nssa.org) 
The Society of Performers, Artists, 
Athletes and Celebrities for Space 
Exploration: $1,000 (www.stars4space.org) 
The Parapsychology Foundation: $3,00 
(www.parapsychology.org) 
The Duct Tape Stuck at Prom Contest: 
$6,000 (www.stuckatprom.com) 
Students for Organ Donation: $500 to 
$1,000 (www.studentdonor.org) 
The Collegiate Inventors Competition: 
varies (www.invent.org) 
Writers and Illustrators of the Future: 
varies (www.writersofthefuture.com) 
Coven of the Sacred Waters: $400 to $ 
(sacredwaters. netfirm.com) 
- JEN BILLOCK 
PHRASES THEY 
RECOGNIZE AS LIES 
>- " I didn't do it." 
>- " It's not mine. I'm holding it for 
a friend." 
>- "I wasn't drinking, but everyone 
else was." 
>- "This was my first time. Please 
don't arrest me." 
>- "I promise I wil l never do it 
again." . . 
>- "No, officer, there's nothing 1n 
this car that you should know 
about." 
>- "I have never gotten a t icket 
before. Please let me go." 
CHICAGO COPS HAVE HEARD 
it all-bogus stories and the 
infamous, "No officer, I 
haven't been drinking," stut-
tered by stumbling students. 
So what should you do-and 
not do-when you're 
stopped by one of Chicago's 
finest? Echo interviewed Sgt. 
John Yanke of the Prospect 
Heights Police Department, 
Nick Carvajal of the Chicago 
Police Department, and 
recent Academy of Police 
graduate Jeffrey Stanek to 
come up with the inside 
guide. 
-MAYME PACE 
UR SOBRIETY! 
Before you decide to go any-
where after a few drinks, test your-
self so the cops won't have to. 
>- The one-leg stand. Lift one leg 
and hold a controlled stance. If you 
wobble or fall, you fa il. 
>- Walk and Turn. Take nine steps 
heel to toe, turn around and take 
nine more steps back heel to toe. 
>- Pupil test. Follow a friend's fin-
ger with your eyes only- don't 
move your head!-from the center 
of your face to each side and back 
again. If your eyes jerk or water, 
you fail. 
The more you 
know about cops, 
the less time 
you'll spend 
in cuffs 
ILLUSTRATION BY ALANA CRISCI 
TALK LIKE A COP!!! 
Ever wonder what the cops are say-
ing about you? Here are the most pop-
ular codes. 
>- 10-9- Repeat yourself . 
>- 10-76- In route, going to call. 
>- 10-21- At call. 
>- 10-8- Clear from call, back in service. 
>- 10-10- A fight. 
>- 10-86- Ready for pertinent info. 
>- 10-4- I understand/acknowledge. 
>- 10-1- Priority. 
• • 
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ACTIONS THEY 
SUSPECT: 
>- Looking the other 
way. 
>- Changing routes. 
>- Appearing anxious. 
HOW OFFICERS SPOT A LIE 
>- You repeat their question before you 
answer it. 
>- You look at your friend for the 
answer. 
>- You stumble over your words. 
>- Your answers sound like questions. 
>- Your story changes after you've told 
it two or three t imes. 
>- Your story and that of your friend are 
different. 
SUMMER I FALL 2006 ECHO e 
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Chicago offers a wealth of foreign flicks and bakery picks 
"YOU HAVE TO GO ABROAD to get anything that makes you think," says Brian Chankin, 26, 
owner of the Chicago video rental store Odd Obsession, which carries films from around the 
world. Chicago's ethnic video renta l shops allow you to go abroad without a passport or a visa. 
Pair your film with the right food for a cultured night in. 
I 
PHOTOS BY STACY SMITH 48 ECHO SUMMER I FALL 2006 
> Stock up for your own Slavic fi lm festival at 
Bosna Video (2501 W. Lawrence Ave.), 
where you can rent Bosnian, Croatian and 
Serbian films. Try a film from Emir Kusturica, 
the controversial Bosnian director. Then walk 
east down Lawrence to Drina Cafe. Order a 
Turkish coffee-richer, bigger, and cheaper 
than a Starbucks espresso-and take it to go with a rolat 
(pictured at left), a creamy two-tone pastry swirl. 
> Head down to Chinatown for films by Wong Kar-Wai, 
particularly his dreamy "2046: I Cannot Get You Close 
Enough" or the bittersweet, Argentinean love story, 
"Happy Together." The China Journal (2112 S. Archer 
Ave.) has a decent selection, but be sure to ask about subti-
tles before renting. Get some snacks to go 
from Santa Anna Bakery and Cafe (2158A 
. • S. China Place), which offers traditional 
1. sweets (mochi balls and winter melon cake), 
savory filled pies, and American mousse cakes 
and fruit tarts. Try the sesame ba lls, mildly 
sweet rice flour shells filled with red bean 
paste and rolled in sesame seeds. If you're 
feel ing adventurous, head over to Aji lchiban (2117 A S. 
China Place) for intensely sweet crystalized dried plums, 
kumquat, ginger, papaya and mango, or the crunchy-hot 
wasabi peas (pictured at left). 
> Head up to Devon Avenue to rent a classic Bollywood 
film. Visit Star Video (2538 W. Devon Ave.) for an array of 
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old and new Indian films, most with English 
subtitles. Try Pradeep Sarka r's "Parineeta," a 
love story about childhood friends. Take your 
movies home with a box of sticky, coriander-
studded sweets from Sukhadia Sweets and 
Snacks (2559 W. Devon Ave.). Guiab jamun, 
ovals of fried dough soaked in a honey syrup, 
are perfect for a fierce sweet tooth, as are 
the moist, pistachio-sprinkled cookies (pictured at left). If 
sugar's not your thing, try the turmeric-tinted, spicy bulk 
snacks at Patel Bros. Market (2542 W. Devon Ave.). 
> In Pi I sen, go to Manny's Video ( 1546 W. 21st St.) for a 
film by Luis Buriuel. Though Spanish by birth, Buriuel 
adopted Mexico as his home, living there until his death in 
1983. "The Exterminating Angel" is a dark satire of the 
ridicu lous social formalities of the bour-
geoisie, a theme common in his work. Then 
stop by Panaderia Laredo Bakery (1538 W. 
18th St.) and load up a tray with cheap, col-
orful cookies. Try the orejas (pictured at left), 
sweet, crisp curves of layered pastry, and the 
dark gingerbread pigs. If you're feeling flush, 
walk a few storefronts down to BomBon 
Bakery, a tiny pastry shop offering artfully 
made tarts and tres leches cakes. Now curl up on the couch 
for an evening that's guaranteed 100 percent free of Pauly 
Shore cameos and the use of "Google" as a verb. 
-MELISSA ALBERT 
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"Chicago" 
"Dear Chicago" 
"Via Chicago" 
• "Mercy Me" 
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Discover the city's hidden record stores 
Crazy Man Records 
1657 W. Division St. 
773.489.9848 
Three of the best vinyl stores in the city are in a six-block 
radius of Division Street and Ashland Avenue. Crazy Man is 
the sole employee at Crazy Man Records. The small shop is 
easy to miss; the sign is hidden behind a fence. Down the 
stairs is a room ful l of records, a treasure trove that comes 
from Crazy Man's personal collect ion. After you find some 
gems, head south on Ashland and hit Dusty Groove (1 120 
N. Ashland Ave.) and Wax Addict (1014 N. Ashland Ave.) for 
some modern and genre-specific finds. 
Craigslist 
http://ch icago. era igsl ist.com/emd 
Like anything else today, vinyl is available for sale and 
trade on the Internet. But if you want to keep your buys 
local (a good idea so you can test your merch before you 
write a check}, shopping on Craigslist is safer than eBay. 
And while you're there, post a missed connection about the 
cute clerk that recommended you trade in your Hole for 
Heart's II Dreamboat Annie. 11 
Sound Gallery 
1821 W. North Ave. 
773.235.8472 
Sound Gallery is one block from Reckless' Wicker Park 
location. This untapped resource is diverse in its selection, 
and features some great vinyl art and accessories. Now you 
can buy The Cure and have a matching vinyl bag. Plus the 
owners are past employees of the now defunct 2nd Hand 
Tunes, so they've been at this for a while. Ask for some sug-
gestions. 
Brown Elephant Thrift Stores 
3651 N. Halsted Ave., 5228 N. Clark Ave. 
773.271.9382 
Have absolutely nothing in mind to purchase? Try your 
luck at these two Brown Elephant locations. The thrift 
stores always have a fresh selection, ranging from Captain 
and Tenille to Tone Loe. It can be tiring to look through all 
those discarded '70s compilation records, but it's that much 
more rewarding when you find something good. 
WLUW Record Fair 
Pulaski Park Fieldhouse, 1419 W. Blackhawk Ave. 
773.508.8076 
It only happens once a year during the first weekend of 
April, but the WLUW Record Fair is the best place to rum-
mage through all kinds of collections. With al l that vinyl 
spread over four rooms, it's impossible to walk away empty-
handed. The fair also hosts live DJs and bands, and vendors 
sell musical crafts, magazines and apparel. Put it on your 
calendar for next year. 
-TRISH BENDIX 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE an audio-
phile to appreciate vinyl records. 
It's arguable that the sound quali-
ty is better than CDs or MP3s, and 
the cover artwork is large enough 
to double as wall decor, but it's 
also considerably cheaper if you're 
looking to purchase classics in 
their tenth pressing. 
Chicago has a handful of well-
known stores that stock vinyl, like 
Reckless Records, Dave's Records, 
or (heaven forbid) Virgin 
Megastore; but to begin a truly 
stellar collection that won't break 
your budget, Echo recommends 
rubbing elbows with the vinyl 
geeks in these lesser-known estab-
lishments. 
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Discount 
Special event catering avalable 610 s. Dearborn Chicago, IL 80805 0 and facultyl 
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GmlNG ON THE AIR & INTO PRINT 
Search for journalists and news outlets by name, 
beats, title, readership, ethnicity and language 
Customize lists and print labels 
Learn from journalists and media experts who 
offer advice in feature articles and video 
Order the book and CD 
at www.newstips.org 
e ~ crea ea a 
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Chicago's first and most highly respected program is 
looking for the following: 
EGG DONORS 
$5,000 com pensat ion to hea lthy w omen between the ages of 
20-29 t o be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be evaluated, 
take medicat ion and undergo a m inor surgical procedure. Serious 
inqui ries on ly. 
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
Min imum com pensat ion $20,000. Hea lthy women between the 
ages of 21 -35 w ho have given birth t o at least o·ne child . 
Community Media Workshop 
www.new1Up1.org 
www.arr1.com 773.317.7315 847.446.10 

Don't know 
much about 
Local tastings can help 
you learn the basics 
BY K ANDERSON AND JEN BILLOCK 
Local wine shops are just itching to introduce you to the lure of the grape. Even if you are an 
amateur on a budget, attending free tastings can 
make you feel like a sommelier. You can walk away 
with a bottle you'll be proud to serve for about $10. 
Wine Discount Center 1826 N. Elston Ave. 
773.489.3454 www.winediscountcenter.com 
FREE Tasting Every Saturday 12 to 4 pm 
About 300 people make their way through this 
shop every Saturday to sample new wines, gins, 
vodkas and cognacs. Hard-core tasters bring their 
own glasses so they can swirl and let the wine 
breathe, but the shop provides mini plastic cups. 
On a budget? "The stuff you're going to find at 
ZOE GOTTSTEIN 
Jewel is going to be priced around $3 higher than 
here for the same bottle," says former assistant 
manager Phillip Patti. 
Best Deal : Edna Valley Vineyards 2004 
Chardonnay "Paragon" $9.99 
Randolph Wine Cellars and Tasting Room 
1415 W. Randolph St. 
312.942.1212 www.tlcwine.com 
FREE Tast ing Every Saturday 12 to 6 pm 
This inviting shop has wine and spirits attrac-
tively displayed from floor to ceiling. Tastings typ-
ically include 8 to 10 new wines, according to man-
ager J.B. Ballard, and there isn't a lot of pressure to 
make a purchase. You'll be tempted, though; the 
shop slashes prices during Saturday events. 
Best Deal: Alois Lageder 2004 Riss Pinot Grigio 
$9.99 
Galleria Liqueurs 1559 N. Wells St. 
312.867.7070 Email galleriawines@sbcglobal.net 
FREE Tasting Every Saturday 3 to 6 pm 
This cozy shop is all about luxury in posh Old 
Town, but don't let that fool you-there are plenty 
of deals. The display tables in the middle of the 
shop offer numerous choices for less than $20. 
Manager and wine buyer Bill Hillborn, a Cordon 
Bleu-trained chef, can offer food ideas to go with 
the wine and won't make you feel bad about your 
budget. "There are lots of great wines available for 
not a lot of money," he says. 
Best Deal: 2004 
Pillar Box Red 
Cabernet Sauvignon blend $10.99 
Kafka Wine 
• 
3325 N. Halsted St. 
773.975.9463 www.kafkawine.com 
FREE Tasting Every Saturday- Call for t imes 
You'd never suspect this little shop houses 
more than 350 wines, nearly all under $15 a bottle. 
In addition to the Saturday free tastings, Kafka 
offers $10 tastings on the first Friday of every 
month from 7 to 9 p.m. during which they show-
case wines by region. "An open wine is a great 
opportunity to taste new things," says Michael 
Scharber, a long-time employee. "You could 
understand more about the grape, the region and 
the wine maker's intention in just a few minutes." 
Best Deal: 2004 vintage California Lotus label 
Merlot $8.99 
Binny's Beverage Depot 
213 W. Grand Ave. or 3000 N. Clark St. 
312.332.0012 or 773.935.9400 www.binnys.com 
FREE Tasting Friday and Saturday Night - Call for 
times and confirmation 
Binny's has several types of wine tastings, rang-
ing from sit-down seminars conducted by a wine 
professional to broader, walk-around tastings with 
as many as 100 different wines. Wine manager 
Ray Denton encourages spitting to keep your 
palate fresh, but doesn't enforce it. If your taste 
buds become muddied, he recommends sipping a 
white wine high in acidity (such as a fume blanc or 
sauvignon blanc) to cleanse your palate so you're 
ready to taste, taste, taste. 
Best Deal: Kenwood label 
Sauvignon Blanc $10.99 
Jen Billock can be reached at 
Jen.Billock@gmail.com. 
K. Anderson can be reached at 
k_ anderson198o@hotmail.com 
BY JEN BILLOCK SUNDAY Whole Foods 
Market 
• and mood, so I walked over to 
Julius Meinl (3601 N. Southport 
Ave.) for a pick-me-up. I bought a 
coffee and they handed me a piece 
of chocolate. Every time you buy 
coffee or tea (even $1 refills), you 
get free chocolate or a cookie. I rode 
out of there powered by a buzz col-
lege students treasure. 
• 
The break bell rang like a siren's call. I was salivating as I filled 
my lunch tray with roasted chicken, 
creamy mashed potatoes, crisp 
green beans and delicate apple pie. 
I pulled out my wallet to pay and my 
heart dropped as I realized the only 
thing in my wallet was stale leather. 
I left the line, accompanied by the 
echoing sound of my growling stom-
ach. So much for lunch! I resolved 
right then and there that I would 
.:-~,... never rely on money for food again. 
I yearned for organic food, so I 
started at Whole Foods Market 
(1000 W. North Ave.). I acted like I 
was shopping, not trolling for free 
samples. I knew that in addition to 
the samples on display, employees 
had to let me sample anything I 
asked for unless it was pre-pack-
aged. After I gorged myself, I loos-
ened my belt and went on my way. 
MONDAY Julius Mein I 
Coffee and chocolate boost energy 
TUESDAY Pastoral Artisan 
Cheese, Bread & Wine 
I was still hopped up from Monday, 
so I bounced over to Pastoral (2945 
N. Broadway Ave.). With six types of 
• 
sensa ions 
Turn common candies into culinary delights 
BY JEN BILLOCK AND K ANDERSON 
It beckons. It calls. Y~u're st~nding_ in front of the vending machine again dunng your 
class break. Stop scrounging for change and 
don't settle for a Snickers. Follow these 
recipes and you oon become a vending 
machine connoisseur. 
TWINKIE STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE 
This light, airy dessert is delectable after a 
heavy dinner. It's refreshing on a hot sum-
mer day and can brighten up a gloomy fall 
afternoon. 
Serves 4 to 6 
6 Twinkies, cut in 
half length-wise 
16 ounces 
whipped cream 
1 basket straw-
berries, sliced 
1 strawberry, 
sliced and 
fanned 
Place half the Twinkies on a dish, filling 
side up. Layer half the sliced strawberries 
on top of the Twinkies. Spread half the 
whipped cream on top of the berries. Place 
the remaining Twinkies on the whipped 
cream, filling side down. Layer the remain-
ing berries over the Twinkies. Spread the 
remaining cream on top of the berries. 
Decorate the top with the fanned berry. 
Presentation. Serve on a plate with a 
decorative swirl of strawberry syrup. 
REESE'S CREAM PIE 
Mmmm ... peanut butter and chocolate! 
Need we say more? 
Serves 8 to 10 
1 Oreo cookie pie 
crust 
1 package instant 
chocolate pud-
ding, prepared 
8 ounces 
whipped cream 
3 packages 
Reese's Peanut 
Butter Cups 
Spread chocolate pudding evenly into the 
bottom of the pie crust. Chop Reese's 
Peanut Butter Cups and sprinkle half of 
them on top of the pudding layer. Spread 
whipped cream on Reese's chunks, then 
sprinkle with the remaining Reese's chunks. 
Chill for one hour before serving. 
Presentation. Serve each slice on a plate 
with a swirl of chocolate syrup and cocoa 
powder. 
TWIX TIRAMISU 
Here's a twist on a classic dessert with a 
blast of caramel to round out the marriage 
of chocolate and coffee. 
Serves 6 to 8 
4 packages Twix bars, chopped 
1 cup sugar 
4 egg yolks 
8 ounces cream cheese, room temperature 
8 ounces whipped cream 
1 1/2 tea-
spoons vanilla 
1 tablespoon 
instant coffee 
mixed with 1 cup 
hot water and 1 /2 
cup coffee-flavored 
liqueur, cooled 
112-ounce pound 
cake or loaf cake, cut in 
half lengthwise and then into 1/2-
inch thick strips 
Whisk egg yolks, sugar and vanilla 
until fully blended. Cut cream cheese 
into pieces and add gradually. Mixture 
should be smooth and evenly colored. 
Chill for one hour. Fold whipped cream 
into mixture. Chill for one hour. Dip 
cake strips in coffee mix, coating 
completely. Arrange strips 
on bottom of a small or 
medium glass dish. 
Spread half cream mix-
ture evenly over cake. 
Sprinkle half the Twix 
pieces over cream layer. 
Place another layer of 
cake strips over Twix 
pieces. Spread remaining 
cream mixture on top of 
cake and sprinkle with 
remaining Twix. Chill for 2 hours. 
Presentation. Scoop Tiramisu onto plate 
with a fresh strawberry and cocoa powder. 
K. Anderson can be reached at k_ander-
son198o@hotmail.com. Jen Billock can 
be reached at Jen.Billock@gmail.com 
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salami and more than 100 cheeses, 
even small samples left me stuffed. 
The staff was generous and didn't 
care if I bought anything. 
WEC ESDA Y Cold Stone 
Creamery 
I could eat ice cream all day, so I 
went to a nearby location of the 
Cold Stone Creamery (4709 N. 
Lincoln Ave.) and ~equested sam-
ples of everything that sounded 
delicious. The huge array of flavors 
and toppings gave me a well-round-
ed meal, at least by my standards. 
THURSDAY N9NE 
Steakhouse 
I got off work and wandered over to 
N9NE Steakhouse (440 W. 
Randolph St.). People were stream-
ing in and out of the lounge, so I 
went in. The room was full of free 
food. I helped myself to some mus-
sels and calamari, then questioned a 
fellow diner to get the lowdown. 
N9NE has an after-work tasting 
(21+) from 5 to 6:30 p.m., Monday 
through Thursday. I ate myself a 
dinner's worth. 
FRIDAY Columbia College 
Columbia College has more than 30 
weekly events, and many include 
free food. I spent my afternoon 
function hopping: drinks at the 
photo exhibit, sandwiches at the 
book review, cookies at the fine arts 
panel. Find out about events, 
including which ones have grub, at 
http://cms.colum.edu/oncampus. I 
got a good meal, and I learned a bit. 
What a fine institution! 
combining food, alcohol and shop-
ping. Exhibit (2961 N. Lincoln Ave.) 
satisfies all these addcitions one 
Saturday every month. Around 6 
p.m., I found a party, complete with 
DJ, free food and alcohol, and sales 
on clothes until 10 p.m. The first 50 
attendees also got a free gift bag 
laden with expensive goodies. 
Take my advice, with open eyes 
and ears-and mouths-you'll never 
go hungry again! 
SATURDAY Exhibit 
A fitting way to end my week was 
Jen Billock can be reached at 
Jen.Billock@gmail.com 
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Tips from the Chicago 
Tribune test kitchen 
BY RUTH READER 
When Chicagoans get lost on the cooking trail, they call the Chicago Tribune's test kitchen, 
where Donna Pierce helps them find their way. 
"Often it's a person in the middle of doing a 
recipe and they have panicked," she says. "I always 
think of it like when the pilot calls the air traffic 
controller and we're trying to help them to land." 
Echo spoke with Pierce about how college stu-
dents can successfully set up their kitchens. 
First, she says, invest in the right cooking sup-
BRANDON BLUNDEN 
To the rescue: Donna 
Pierce is a cook's 911. 
plies. ''You need one 
big, deep skillet, not a 
whole set of pots," she 
says. With a deep skil-
let you can grill sand-
wiches, fry eggs, and 
simmer soups and 
chili. Cast iron skillets 
also can be used in the 
oven. "Heavy is good 
when it comes to those 
things," she adds. 
Buy a one-quart 
microwaveable meas-
uring cup, a wooden 
mixing spoon, meas-
uring spoons and a 
spatula. 
Basic cookbooks 
such as Joy of Cooking and Better Homes and 
Gardens Cookbook are great for inexperienced 
cooks. Pierce also recommends getting some fami-
ly recipes from home because familiar dishes are 
easier to replicate. 
When stocking the refrigerator and pantry, 
Pierce advises reading labels and buying products 
with short ingredient lists. "Simplest is the best in 
the name of cost and convenience," she says. In 
addition to an assortment of canned beans and 
chicken stock, she suggests keeping chili paste on 
hand to add a kick to many dishes. For late-night 
munchies, Pierce recommends popcorn. "It's a 
healthy snack that'll keep you from reaching for the 
chocolate," she says. "Not that there's anything 
wrong with chocolate!" 
Above all, Pierce urges young cooks to be confi-
dent and creative, assuring them that they will 
learn from their mistakes. "If you do it a couple of 
times or three times you'll find you're really good at 
making-pie!" she says, laughing. 
Ruth Reader can be reached at 
ruthreader@hotmail.com 
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CHINA AND HONG 
KONG: 39 BILLION 
MEALS ANNUALLY 
There's no question who 
wins this eating contest. 
• 
JAPAN: 5.5 BILLION 
MEALS ANNUALLY 
In Japan, making ramen is 
an art. Chefs train for years 
to make the perfect ramen. 
• • • 
INDONESIA: 
12 BILLION MEALS 
ANNUALLY 
Indonesians love their 
noodles. 
UNITED STATES: 
3.8 BILLION MEALS 
ANNUALLY 
We still lag in our ramen 
consumption. But with 
about 65 billion ramen 
meals eaten around the 
world every year, the 
industry has set a goal of 
100 billion meals world-
wide by 2010. 
An enthusiastic look at the world's most versatile noodle 
BY K. ANDERSON 
Before ramen noodles were sold 10 packages for a dol-lar here, they were a luxury item and a fast food 
around the world. Echo presents fun facts and real 
recipes that make the most of your budget bag of ramen. 
RAMEN SWEDISH 
MEATBALLS 
1 package beef-flavored 
ramen 
2 tablespoons sour cream 
1 to 2 tablespoons flour 
3 ounces precooked meat-
balls 
1 1/2 tablespoons butter 
Serves 1 
Bring 2 cups of water to a 
boil. Add ramen. Cook 3 min-
utes. Drain well and set 
aside. 
In a small saucepan, heat 
meatballs with 1/2 table-
spoon butter. Add 1/2 cup of 
water and flavor packet. 
Cook 3 minutes. Stir in 
remaining butter. Add sour 
cream to beef mixture and 
thicken with flour. Pour over 
noodles and serve. 
RAMELETTE 
2 packages chicken-flavored 
ramen 
6 large eggs 
1/2 cup shredded cheddar 
cheese 
1/4 cup sliced green onions 
1/4 cup sliced red bell pepper 
1 tablespoon butter 
Serves 3 to 4 
Bring 2 cups of water to boil. 
Add ramen. Cook 3 minutes. 
Drain well and set aside. 
Beat eggs and flavor packets 
in bowl. Stir in cheese, 
onions, peppers and noodles. 
Melt butter in a large non-
stick skillet. Add mixture and 
cook over medium heat for 7 
minutes. Broil 1 to 2 minutes 
unti l top is set. Invert on 
serving plate. Cut in wedges 
and serve. 
RAMEN PIZZA 
2 packages beef-flavored 
ramen 
112-15 oz. jar spaghetti sauce 
3 tablespoons Parmesan 
cheese 
1/2 cup milk 
1 egg 
8 ounces grated cheese 
Toppings of choice 
Serves 2 to 3 
Cover pizza pan with foil. 
Grease surface. Boil ramen 
for 3 minutes. Drain and set 
aside. Whisk egg, milk, one 
seasoning packet and cheese. 
Stir mixture into noodles and 
spread into pan. Broil for 5 
minutes. Cool for 10 minutes. 
Spread sauce over noodles. 
Layer toppings and sprinkle 
with cheese. Bake at 350° for 
20 minutes, until golden and 
bubbly. Let stand 5 minutes 
before serving. 
K. Anderson can be reached 
at k_ anderson198o@hot-
mail.com 
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10°/o off food for students and faculty, Sunday-Thursday 
South Loo~ Club 
Bar & Grill 
• • 
701 S. State St. (corner of State and Ba Ibo) 
• 
CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC'S 
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM 
I 
e 
ESP MEMBERS ENJOY THE 
FOLLOWING BENEFITS: 
· • Special student pricing on 
selected products. 
• Full support of all manufacturers' 
educational discount programs, 
including Calumet's. 
• Nationwide seminars and 
training programs on a wide 
range of subjects. 
• l O photographic retail centers 
located throughout the 
continental United States. 
• 24/7 access to product 
information and ordering. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
Visit calumetphoto.com 
to register today! 
isten up, fashion-forward bag lovers. That crick in 
L your neck might not be c~used by tension he~daches 
or stressing that your new Jeans may not be 1n style 
tomorrow. 
Many of today's popular bags and purses can wr~k 
havoc on the carrier's back, shoulders, neck and hips, 
according to Dr. Richard Whitney of Whitney 
Chiropractors in Naperville, Ill. He sees problems rang-
ing from numb arms to mild scoliosis caused by bags that 
are too heavy or simply unhealthy for the body. "They 
don't realize the problems that repetitive use can cause," 
Whitney says. 
Here are his analyses of the most popular bags on the 
streets. 
Today's fashion 
can cause 
·----------------------------------------------------~ 
I The business-friendly 
• 
: pull tot 
i The bag on wheels seems like 
the best bet for back relief, but 
pulling it curves the spine toward 
, the opposite hip. The muscles in 
! the left lower back stretch out of 
! place while the right side of the 
! back contracts painfully. The 
• ! weight of the tote also causes 
i numbness and tingling in the 
i right shoulder and arm. 
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Too much toting can eventual-
ly cause 
mild scolio-
sis (curva-
ture of the 
spine). 
' tomorrows 
backache 
The low-slung skater bag 
This too-cool-for-school look 
puts pressure on the lower back 
and hips as the bag pulls the 
shoulders back and compresses 
the lower vertebrae. 
Ouch! Continued pres-
sure on the lower 
back will cause pain 
that can spread 
down the legs and 
create muscle 
stiffness 
through-
out the 
entire 
back. 
The seriously overloaded 
shoulder bag 
Filled with three cell phones, 
one iPod and one teacup poodle, 
the oversized shoulder bag can 
strain neck muscles and vertebrae 
and puts pressure on the arm and 
shoulder. Bags heavier than 10% 
of the wearer's body weight can 
create numbness and tingling 
down the arm, and 
rotator cuff trouble 
at the shoulder. 
Those who carry 
their lives in a 
handbag may 
. 
experience 
severe neck 
problems 
and frozen 
shoulders 
in the 
future. 
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HeaCTH 
----------------
BY JESSICA BOURNE 
·----------------------------------------------------~ 
The messenger bag 
The diagonal strap of the pop-
ular messenger bag puts pressure 
on the shoulder that it lies across, 
creating tension and muscle 
spasms. Pulling the shoulder 
downwards creates a curvature 
in the spine toward one hip, 
straining muscles in the lower 
and mid back. 
The messenger bag can cause 
mild scoliosis, a chronic curvature 
of the spine, if used regularly 
over several years, especially by 
trendy teens whose 
style smarts can 
cause lasting 
damage to 
their backs. 
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HeaLTH i 
How to choose the 
right insurance plan 
before you need one 
BY ANDREW STANDAERT 
Need a little more than cough drops? 
The Columbia Health Center can 
help you with "minor conditions" that 
arise Monday through Friday, but 
what if your simple bug turns out to 
be something more serious? 
"While the Student Health Center 
provides many useful services, it does 
not replace health insurance," the other age groups. This plan can deny coverage to peo-
Columbia Student Health Center Note that just because you are ple with AIDS/HIV, emphysema or 
brochure states. "All students are quoted a rate over the phone, that hepatitis. 
encouraged to have insurance." doesn't mean you'll be offered that Make sure you check what each 
The school does offer access to rate. BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois, provider covers, deductibles for 
health insurance through Koster for example, conducts a detailed drugs and rules about ER visits. Also 
Insurance Agency, but it's not your health and medical history and may make sure you understand the costs 
only choice. Echo compared it to deny coverage to people with health of seeing physicians inside and out-
other options available to students. conditions such as diabetes, obesity, side each network. Finally, keep in 
For a fair comparison, we looked pregnancy, pending surgery, cancer mind that the higher the deductible 
into coverage for a nonsmoking, 21- or a history of heart attack or stroke. you select, the lower your month-to-
year-old male. Costs per month Humana One's brochure states, month payments will be. 
would be higher for women and "Unfortunately, not everyone quali- Andrew Standaert can be reached 
smokers, and differ for people in fies for individual health insurance." at Andrewswim@aol.com 
For more information contact the Illinois Office of Consumer Health Insurance, www.ins.state.il.us 
BRANDON BLUNDEN 
GLOSSARY I 
PPO plans allow you to choose! 
any doctor you like, but provide 
' a financial incentive for seeing ; 
doctors within the network. l 
HMO plans offer a core group 1 
of doctors and only their servicl 
es are covered by the policy. 1 
You need a referral from your \ 
primary care doctor before you \ 
visit a specialist. j 
Deductible is the annual I 
amount you must pay before j 
the plan covers its fraction. ! 
Co-pay is the amount you must; 
pay per visit or procedure in r 
addition to your fraction of the I 
bill. t 
' 
' 
( 
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www.kosterweb.com 
800.457 .5599 
>$100 deductible per injury or ill-
ness, reduced to $50 if treatment 
is first given at the Student 
Health Center. 
> Pays 100% of fees up to $5,000 
after the deductible is met, and 
80% after that up to the maxi-
mum benefit of $50,000 for each 
injury or sickness. 
> Pays 50% of prescription drugs. 
t;; > $97 a month. 
o (If you want coverage up to 
U $150,000, add $16 a month.) 
www.bcbsiI.com 
800.654.7385 
> In-network providers fully paid. 
90% of the doctors and 200 hos-
pitals in Illinois are in the net-
work. 
>Pays 80% after you meet the 
deductible. 
> From $47 per month for a 
$5,000 deductible to $108 per 
month for a $250 deductible. 
www.Humana-One.com 
866.215. 7343 
> Pays 80% of physician visits, 
routine care visits, and hospital 
visits. 
>A $0 deductible drug plan is 
available for an additional $10 to 
$1 5 monthly fee. 
>From $49 per month for a 
$5,000 deductible to $166 for a 
$500 deductible . 
www.aetna.com 
860.273.0123 
>Prescription drugs range from 
$15 ·to $40 depending on the 
plan. 
> Office visits range from $20 to 
$40. 
>From $56 per month for a 
$5,000 deductible to $162 per 
month for a $500 deductible. 
.. . ....... ....................................... ·-··-········--····· .. ·-.. ·- ··-··-··-··-··-····· .................................... . ..... ....... ... ..................................................................... .............. ............................ ............. . ........... . . ... . . .. . 
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> The deductible is per injury or 
sickness. 
> Doesn't cover treatment of 
acne, hearing or vision. 
>Co-pays, which are $20 regard-
less of whether you have met the 
deductible, can add up. 
> The prescription drug cost infor-
mation is complicated and confus-
• 1ng. 
> The out-of-network deductible 
is twice the in-network 
deductible. 
................................................................................... .. ............................ .. ....... ...................... ........... . ...................... .............. . ... .......... .. ....... .......... -....................... ....................... -............................... -........................ . 
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o Shop the largest selection of used textbooks 
o Search for books by course number 
o One-stop for all your course books and materials 
o No hassle returns and exchanges 
Make it easy on yourself. Shop online at efollett.com 
Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO~ 
ollett~com 
Columbia Bookstore 
• 
bookstore network 
624 S. Michigan· ph:312/427-4860 • efollett.com 
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An eco-friendly fabric 
finds a place in fashion 
BY MAYME PACE 
Master dyer Dagmar Klos is in the basement, crushing bugs. But not just any bugs. The 
cochineal she's pulverizing will soon be com-
bined with madder root to create a red dye that 
Columbia alumna Rachel Szmajda will use for 
her new line of hemp clothing, EleMental. 
EleMental consists of two men's ensembles 
and two women's ensembles, each representing 
one of the four elements: wind, water, fire, and 
earth. "All of my outfits are vegan, except the fire 
one, because I used the bug to dye the red color," 
Szmajda says. 
Hemp, the brother plant of marijuana, has 
been used for more than a century to make cloth-
ing. (The first American flag was made of hemp 
and the original Levi's jeans were made of hemp 
sailcloth.) But because of its association with the 
recreational drug, hemp gets a bad rap. 
"It's important for hemp to be publicized," 
says Szmajda. "This collection was designed to 
focus on mother earth and the power of the ele-
ments." 
Mayme Pace can be reached at 
mayme.pace@colum.edu 
EleMental's line follows the themes of wind, water and earth (pictured here) and fire . 
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Today's trendy shoe is anything but new 
BY ANDREW STANDAERT 
You se~ t~em on the cover o~ Neiman Marcus catalogs, in the windows on M1ch1gan Avenue, and 1n the pages of Vogue. You might even be 
wearing a pair now. The wedge shoe made its comeback last summer and 
. ' it's here to stay (well, at least until the fashion gods tell it goodbye). 
Think this trend just popped up on the radar? Think again. Your grand-
ma was just as hip as you. Echo dug into the archives on this shoe phenom-
enon that puts the Manolo in Manolo Blahnik. 
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Venice, Italy. Venetian Chopines 
Italian men put their women on 
pedestal shoes made of cork and 
wood. These shoes 
were a symbol of 
social status and 
wealth. 
"Venetian husbands 
reputedly introduced 
chopines to prevent their 
wives from straying," says 
Linda O'Keeffe, author 
of Shoes: Celebration of 
Pumps, Sandals, Slippers 
• 
• 
" • 
and More. • 
The wedge spread to England 
and France, where it was known as 
the "Walking Footstool." But it 
was outlawed in Italy after it was 
blamed for the miscarriages of 
• 
• 
pregnant women who lost 
their balance. It eventually 
fell out of fashion 
throughout Europe, 
to be revived in the 
1800s when designers 
discovered they could 
lower the front of the 
wedge shoe, creating the 
heel. 
h 1911 
China. Lotus Foot Wedge 
The Chinese bound women's feet 
~o keep them from growing, caus-
ing deformity and enabling them 
to wear tiny platform wedge lotus 
shoes that made their feet appear 
to be a 
"three-
inch 
golden 
lotus." 
The practice 
was outlawed in 
1911. 
19305 
America. Water Wedgies 
According to Hugh Manning, cura-
tor of Columbia's fashion 
study collection, the 1920s 
water wedgie consisted of a 
clear wedge heel that 
contained water, glit-
ter, and even a live 
goldfish. 
1932 
• • 
Indian style storms 
the Chicago fashion scene 
BY SAHAR KHAN 
Indian is in. From hot pink paisley skirts and fiery red tunics with gold embroidery, to canary yellow sequined brocade 
scarves and fancy flats with multicolored thread work, South 
Asian (also called desi) fashion sensibilities have infiltrated 
the Western fashion world. Echo decided to go all-out ethnic 
to bring you the ultimate in haute couture. 
For an incomparable Indian shopping experience, we went 
to Sahil, an upscale boutique on Devon Avenue. Sahil carries 
lines by some of India's hottest designers, including Manish 
Sahil 
2605-07 w. 
Devon Ave. 
Chicago 
773.338.3636 
Malhotra, Vikram Phadis and Satya Paul, all 
of whom count among their customers 
Bollywood stars and socialites like actress 
Aishwarya Rai and New York City hotelier 
Vikram Chatwal. 
Though prices can range up to $10,000 for 
an outfit, there are more affordable options 
available. Try the Indo-Western lines, which feature jeans 
embellished with sequins and ribbons ($20 to $25), corsets 
embroidered with gold thread work and Swarovski crystals 
($60 to $150) and T-shirts printed with phrases in Hindi, such 
as "beautiful" or "spoiled" ($15 to $20). 
Those bold enough to try the ethnic pieces can invest in a 
timeless sari (the staff at the store will show you how to wear 
it; prices start at $10) or a trendy lehenga choli outfit ($200 to 
$250 ), which is a flowing skirt paired with a short, midriff-bar-
ing blouse or a long fitted tunic, all available in a variety of col-
ors, combinations and embroideries. 
Sahar Khan can be reached at saharkhan115@hotmail.com 
STACY SMITH 
1936 
Hollywood. Carmen Miranda Italy. 
Lacking height for the stage, 
Hollywood actress Carmen 
Miranda was given a 
wedge. She could be 
seen around Hollywood 
0 carrying "suitcases full of glittery wedged 
shoes," according to 
O'Keeffe. 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY SARA FAGULA 
Salvatore 
Ferragamo 
Salvatore Ferra-
gamo is the 
father of the modern 
wedge. "He created the 
birth of the orthopedic wedge by 
sculpting two pieces of wood into 
an F shape," says O'Keeffe. Two 
years after the shoe was introduced 
in the the United States, 75% of 
American heels had a wedge. 
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After that, the wedge took 
off in the United States 
1947 
Ferragamo's most famous 
invention was the cork 
wedge, which paved the way for 
the platform 
shoes he f ash-
ioned during 
World War II. 
1960 
The wedge is modeled in the Neiman 
Marcus catalog. 
1970 
The wedge's 
sister shoe, 
the platform, 
becomes a 
full-blown 
fashion state-
ment worn by 
Diana Ross, 
Stevie Nicks and Elton John. 
1990 
The GAP pumps the wedge out with a 
slightly more wearable heel, cobbling 
the nation. 
2005 
""""'""" The wedge makes 
' 
' 
a huge comeback 
on the runways of 
Milan and on 
the streets of 
New York City 
and Paris. 
Chicago 
embraces the 
trend too, with 
a price range from $20 at 
Payless to $500 at Chanel. 
2006 
Good news for those who 
bought wedges last sum-
mer: Your Gucci invest-
ment is still good 
th is year. 
Andrew Standaert can be reached at 
andrewswim@aol.com 
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THE BOND GUY 
. • : Bond is always confident. 
Kyriazi sugge~ts me~ take classes 
ana seminars 1n self-improvement, 
such as public speaking, diction and 
etiquette. To become more suave 
and sophisticated, try: 
Leadership To explore your com-
mandirg qualities, contact The 
Leader's Institute to master public 
speaking, personal conflicts (good 
for dealing with the villains in your 
life) and tirne management; 
1vvww. leadersi nstitute. com 
Manners For a brush-up on your 
social skills, read Essential Manners 
For Men by Peter Post; www.ama-
zon.com 
0 Bond's look is understated 
--cr-
and classic. Invest in a few basic, 
quality pieces, like a sports jacket, 
dress shirt and leather shoes that 
will last through many adventures. 
Try: 
Suits For a formal look, buy a 
two-or three-button, single-breast-
ed jacket in navy serge or charcoal 
gray. For casual occasions, a plain 
tweed sporn Jacket is a stylish 
choice; www.saksfifthavenue.com 
Shoes Church's Presley-style 
leather shoe was worn by Pierce 
Brosnan 1n The World is Not 
Enough; www.church-footwear.com 
Cologne Floris No. 89 Eau de 
Toilette is the famous fragrance 
worn by Bond in the books and was 
one of F emirig's favorites; 
WWW.classic-grooming.com 
......:.1* 1~Bond uses his stainless 
steel playthings to stay safe and 
organized Kyriazi says the two 
most important gadgets are a calen-
dar for planning adventures and 
jotting down deadlines, and a calcu-
lator for figuring out how much 
cash each mission will require. Also 
consider: 
Watch Swatch Aluminum Scuba 
200 was designed to commemorate 
The Spy Who Loved Me; www.leg-
ends-inc-watches.com 
Camera Various forms of the 
Minox subminiature have been the 
cameras of choice forreal-life spies, 
including Bond. 60525 Minox ECX; 
• 
www.m1nox.com 
Lock Pick The Ultimate Credit 
Card Lock Pick is the tool for a Bond 
aspirant to enter even the most 
tightly secured door; www.credit-
cardlock ick.com 
LLL:.L.1,,;;LILa.:..:..L.1..:1.1.1..J.:..1.11o.:1· Kyriazi says all 
travel and sports qualify as adven-
ture. "Your attitude about what 
you do makes it an adventure." Try: 
Spy Academy If your adventures 
take you to England, check 
out the Spy Academy in a 
secret location near 
Manchester, where ex-
Special Forces experts will 
teach you how to use spy 
equipment, fire pistols and machine 
guns, deactivate bombs and more; 
www.experiencemad.co.uk 
Cricket As an Englishman, Bond 
must have been a fan of this quin-
tessential British sport. To become 
the next great cricketer call The 
Elgin Cricket Club; 630.201.1161 
"There is only one way," says 
Kyriazi. "Entertain her." Try: 
Paying on a date. Kyriazi recom-
mends excusing yourself from the 
table and paying the bill. Then, 
when she offers to pay, you can say, 
"It's taken care of." She'll be thor-
oughly impressed. 
Giving meaningful gifts. It does-
n't have to be expensive, but it 
should be thoughtful. Kyriazi sug-
gests presenting small trinkets as 
gifts and spend larger amounts of 
money on entertainment and expe-
• nences. 
Surprising her. You may not be 
able to whisk her away on a trip to 
Paris just yet, but you can take her 
scuba diving or to an archery class. 
She'll thank you in surprising ways. 
THE BOND GIRL 
~ ......... ·~· A Bond girl is confident 
and decisive. She is essential to sup-
port Bond's mission but she also has 
a life of her own. Try: 
Leadership A Bond girl knows 
what she wants and how to get it. 
Contact The Leader's Institute on 
classes on public speaking, conflict 
resolution and time management; 
www.leadersinstitute.com 
Relaxation All that action is 
exhausting. A Bond girl periodically 
needs to stop, relax and relinquish 
control to her James. Yoga and 
meditation help keep mind and 
body in shape. Contact the 
Chicago Yoga Center; 
www.yogamind.com 
'-'-U...i· A Bond girl's clothes 
never overpower her per-
sonality. Try: 
Signature Pieces Invest in a well 
cut black suit and the classic little 
black dress and accessories. New 
and used designer duds for a frac-
tion of the original price can be 
found at www.ebay.com 
Make-up The classic Bond girl 
look is tousled hair, smoky eyes and 
nude lips. But play around with col-
ors and choose a look that suits you 
best. Read Bobbi Brown Beautyfor 
great tips; www.amazon.com 
Scent Shepard says perfumes can 
be too overpowering. Instead she 
recommends that Bond girls use a 
pheromone-based scent that 
changes based on a woman's body 
chemistry. Pure Instinct at 
www.passionESQ.com. 
........,~.;a.i;.,I "Bond girls should have 
very few gadgets," says Shepard. 
Instead they need skills. Try: 
Self-defense Every Bond girl 
needs to be able to kick butt to 
protect herself. Take a self-defense 
class at Impact Chicago; 
www.impactchicago.com 
Manners Bond girls are animalis-
tic but never rude. To brush up on 
STYLe 
social skills, read How To Be a Lady: 
A Contemporary Guide to Common 
Courtesy by Candace Simpson-Giles; 
www.amazon.com 
Dance Learn the basics of ball-
room at the Dance Center Chicago; 
www.dancecenterchicago.com 
Passport Every Bond girl should 
have a passport. Shepard recom-
mends getting your hair styled and 
your make-up done for the photo. 
To apply for a passport,visit 
http://travel.state.gov 
P,AA,;, ........ ~~o.1.1.11~...r· No matter 
what her destination is, a Bond girl 
needs certain skills to make the 
most of her trip. Try: 
Skiing A Bond girl should be 
able to maneuver out the reach of 
a villain. Learn how at Chestnut 
mountain; chestnutmtn.com 
Scuba diving Essential for when 
a Bond girl needs to sneak onto a 
villain's private island without being 
noticed. Contact Underwater Safaris 
Chicago; www.uwsafaris.com. 
Driving a stick shift Necessary for 
driving a vintage Aston Martin to 
help Bond escape. Contact the 
Motorcycle Riding School; 
www.motorcyclelearning.com. 
......... '-.l.,l~....,.........,..,"'"''1,,,1,,1,1..,.• A 
Bond girl takes care of her James. 
"She also takes care of herself 
because women who are successful 
in life and love put themselves 
first," says Shepard. Try: 
Being open to new things. Be 
adventurous. "A Bond girl generally 
does not know how to do things 
outside of her own area of expert-
ise, but she is infinitely curious and 
ready to learn," Shepard says. 
Not flirting. "Bond girls don't 
'flirt.' They are. Their lives are con-
gruent, chic. They walk the walk 
and talk the talk, and they listen," 
says Shepard. "Why flirt? Just mag-
netize." 
Sahar Khan can be reached at 
saharkhan 115@hotmail.com 
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Designer Mark Heist~r, re~ord pr~ducer Ro~ Miller and gallery owner Linda Warren have 
translated their passions into their professions . 
• 
How to get the job you really want 
BY TRISH BENDIX 
Perhaps you don't just want any job- you want the job. You want to be your own boss and run your own theater company, start your own fashion line or head up a publishing company. It's not 
impossible, but it does take some extra work and knowledge. So, you want to ... 
... start your own 
fashion line? 
Since Mark Heister was 
seven years old, he has had an 
obsession for the sewing 
machine. (He once offered to do 
his sister's home economics 
homework in exchange for help 
with his math.) 
Since 1975, Heister has 
headed up his own line of 
imported luxury silks, European 
specialty fabrics and versatile 
separates. In 1984, he was 
named Designer of the Year at 
the annual Gold Coast Fashion 
Awards, and he has contributed 
$600,000 worth of his collec-
tion to Columbia's Fashion 
Study Collection. 
Nothing compares to the 
heartache of running your own 
line, he says. If it's your dream, 
here are his tips: 
Don't believe "Project 
Runway." "The projects are 
ridiculous and have nothing to 
do with real life. I don't think 
anyone is going to buy a dress 
of leaves and weeds." 
Study the market. "Figure 
out what the voids are and fill 
them. Do not copy, but under-
stand what everyone else does 
and see what's missing." 
Know how to problem solve. 
"You can't depend on [others] 
doing things correctly. You need 
to know enough to have an idea 
of where you started to go in the 
wrong direction." 
. . . start your own record 
label? 
In the early '90s, Rob Miller, 
Nan Warshaw and Eric Babcock 
weren't too excited about the 
grunge music scene in Chicago. 
But they were interested in the 
new country scene bustling 
underneath, especially because 
the artists were punk-minded 
with independent roots. 
In 1994, they pooled funds 
from their full-time jobs and 
pressed and sold 1,000 copies of 
"For a Life of Sin: A Compilation 
of Insurgent Chicago Country." 
Bloodshot Records has 
become a full-time, critically 
acclaimed record label and has 
released records from Neko 
Case and Ryan Adams. 
Miller's tips: 
Find a niche. "There are so 
many labels and ways to hear 
music that you need to have 
some sort of identity." 
Don't do it for the money. 
"All the successes we've had are 
partly because we've never 
given up our love of music, and 
some of my favorites only sell 
1,500 copies. You have to keep 
plugging away." 
Use the Internet. Mailing 
lists, chatrooms and email are 
efficient ways to find fans. "It's 
organic trench warfare. We start-
ed right when the Internet was 
coming into play, so it was part 
of the territory, and it benefitted 
us." 
... open your own art 
gallery? 
Linda Warren opened her 
West Loop gallery in 2003, a 
few years after moving to 
Chicago from Los Angeles. A 
painter from a young age, 
Warren worked in the film 
industry in Los Angeles, where 
she befriended artists and began 
to sell their art. 
"I would see a piece that I 
knew someone else would like 
[and sell it to them]," Warren 
says. "I wasn't trying to make 
any money. But it dawned on 
me one day, I could try." 
Warren has showcased local 
and national artists including 
Lora Fosberg, Jeff Zimmermann 
and Paula Henderson. Her tips: 
Start your gallery in your 
home. ''You're paying rent for 
your apartment, so setting aside 
some space for displaying art 
works just fine." 
Ask for advice. Many gallery 
owners are happy to share what 
they've learned. "Pick their 
brains and ask about all the dif-
ferent things that could come up. 
Find out as much information as 
you can." 
Enjoy the business. ''You 
have to be extraordinarily pas-
sionate. Sometimes you have to 
be willing to not make money, 
unless it's from another source." 
Contact Trish Bendix at 
Trish@pistilmag.com 
Take steps now to protect your rating ~ 
et t • 
eserve 
BY JESSICA BOURNE 
For a dorm dweller, the idea of having credit to take out a home or car loan may seem five 
jobs, four apartments and six relationships away. 
"Credit is an issue [students] haven't dealt with 
because they haven't had much experience in the 
working world," says Frank May, senior loan offi-
cer at Green Valley Mortgage in Bloomingdale. 
But, he cautions, "They don't want to be doing 
things now to hurt their credit because they will 
be paying a higher rate for a car or home loan 
years down the road." 
The perils of plastic 
What is credit? 
Credit is simply everything you owe. Students 
can have credit in the form of monthly rent, car 
payments and credit cards. The more reliably you 
make these payments, the better your credit 
record. This, in turn, gives you a higher credit 
score-a number between 300 and 80 0 that is 
used to predict whether you will pay your bills. 
Opening a credit card at every store on the 
Magnificent Mile for the extra 10 % off may sound 
appealing, but MacRito encourages students to 
choose one or two major cards and close other 
accounts. "Even if there is no balance on the 
accounts, it lowers your credit score," she says. 
"Lenders see that as having the ability to go to the 
maximum capacity of your credit." 
This doesn't mean students should avoid 
using plastic. "Go out and buy something on 
credit every now and then," May says. "Then pay 
it off completely when the bill comes." 
College loans and consolidation 
Your credit is calculated on the basis of 
revolving credit such as credit cards, installment 
credit ( usually monthly payments on large pur-
chases), and morgage history if any is available. 
The golden rule of handling credit is to make 
payments promptly, according 
College loans do show up on credit reports 
and factor into a student's debt. Consolidation 
can help you get organized and lower monthly 
payments, but it may come with fees. Students 
who choose consolidation should make sure 
to Caldwell Banker broker 
associate Renae MacRito. She 
urges students to keep their 
credit score above 650. This 
score may be evaluated for 
mortgages, car loans, and even 
job interviews. Lower scores 
may result in higher loan rates. 
Rent payments are the most 
important line of alternative 
credit, May says. Students who 
are living with their parents 
can set up a rental plan, 
MacRito adds. Check receipts 
for rent payments to parents 
can be considered a line of 
credit, though the student will 
have to keep careful track of 
the payments and submit the 
receipts to a loan officer. 
fD ECHO SUMMER I FALL 2006 
HOW TO BOOST 
YOUR CREDIT SCORE 
If your credit score dips 
below 620, you may have 
trouble getting a large 
loan.You can boost your score 
by presenting your loan offi-
cer with alternat ive lines of 
credit such as these: 
>- Monthly rent payment 
receipts 
>- A letter from your landlord 
verifying monthly payments 
>- A letter from your insur-
ance agent confirming timely 
payments 
>- Letters from uti lity compa-
nies vouching for your reli-
able payment history 
>- Tuition payment receipts if 
you are paying by insta llment 
-JB 
they've chosen a reputable 
consolidation company 
because companies that fail 
to pay bills on time can 
ruin a student's credit, 
May says. 
May recommends using 
the grace period between 
graduation and the first 
college loan payment date 
to plan and budget. "When 
you have a particular career 
in mind, it comes with an 
anticipated income," he says. 
"Know how much you think 
you'll make at entry level and 
plan out what the money will 
need to go towards." 
Jessica Bourne can be 
reached at 
jbourne192@gmail.com 
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An investment 111111111111 
guide for recen 
graduates II' 
BY LAUREN TUMAS 
• 
So you received a degree, graduated and landed a terrific job. Now what? A Michigan 
Avenue shopping spree may sound appealing, 
but where will that leave you in 30 years? 
Investing is a better option, and iShares are a 
great place to start. 
iShares are a good bet for recent grads seek-
ing to make money on their new earn-
ings. That means you have 
to put down your 
iPod long 
h to actually make an investment plan. enoug 
What they are 
iShares are low-cost index funds that you 
b Y and sell like stock. That means they can u k' 
allow you to purchase sto<: 1n numerou~ com-
. at once "It is easier to buy an 1Share pan1es · . 
with 20 Chinese companies that are alre~dy 
r d for you; you don't have to go searching 
10Un , 'd I for them all," says a Chicago VICe pres1 e~t 1or 
division of Merrill Lynch (who cant be 
:amed due to company policies). 
iShares are simi.J.ar to mutual funds, but 
they trade and sell like stocks. "You can buy 
and sell iShares whenever you want, but mutu-
1 funds are at their net asset value only once 
;er day," says iShare funds distributor Harry 
Bickel. They are better than individual stocks 
because they include investments in multiple 
companies, which moderates your risk. ~d 
they're more flexible than bonds or CDs, which 
can't be redeemed until they are mature. 
How to get started 
You need to open an account in order to 
purchase iShares. You can do this with ~he he~p 
of a broker or investment company, either 1n 
person or online at sites like E*trade, Charles 
Schwaab and Merrill Lynch. 
First decide which iShare you want to buy. 
For example, if you wish to invest in Chinese 
companies (which our expert suggests), go to 
www.ishares.com and enter "China" in the 
search area. If you decide to buy the 
FTSE/Xinhua China 25 Index Fund 
(FXI), you would own a small part of 
25 different Chinese Companies, 
including Jiangsu Expressway 
Co. and Bank of 
Communications. The symbol 
you would need to know for 
purchasing purposes is 
the portfolio, or FXI. 
Then you could buy as 
many or as few shares as 
you could afford. 
"All of iShare's 102 
products are below .09-
. 75%, which means the 
prices range from $7 a 
share to over $100," 
Bickel says. This makes 
them ideal for small 
investors, like recent 
grads. 
Lauren Tumas can be reached at 
ltum@comcast.net 
aRTS 
Set design for EP Theater's new production, "Life Support." 
• 
I 
BY RUTH READER 
East Pilsen is an incubator for Chicago's visu-al artists. It's less recognized for theater, but 
that may soon be changing. 
Tucked behind the North Community Bank 
on the corner of Halsted and 18th streets, EP 
Theater, now in its third year, has created a 
cozy space for low-budget theater to thrive. In 
the quaint lobby, a piano and record player sit 
below headshots of the actors from the recent 
performance of La Bella Vita. A small cur-
tained entrance leads to an intimate theater 
EP Theater adds 
performances to Pilsen's 
thriving arts scene 
"We got better reviews than the Pilsen Art 
Walk," Ewers says. 
Shawn Pfautsch, literary manager at The 
House Theatre who worked with EP for the fes-
tival, says that the company has a great chem-
istry. 
with only 50 seats hugging the edge of 
the stage floor. 
It 's been a labor of love for co-
founder Jason Ewers, who met co-
investor Garret Prejean through their 
mutual obsession with Chicago theater. 
"I was seeing 70 plus plays a year," 
Ewers says. 
EPTheater 
1820 s. 
"They communicate incredibly well; they 
complement each other well," P{autsch 
says. "I think the strength of their com-
munication is up to the challenge." 
Halsted St. While Pfautsch thinks EP has poten-
tial to thrive in the Chicago theater 
scene, he also knows about the pitfalls of 
small theater. 
Chicago 
312.850.4299 
They met after one of Prejeans' performanc-
es with Black Box Rebellion Theater Company. 
"We courted for about a year," Prejean jokes of 
their intial discussions of launching a theater of 
their own. 
In 2003, they began the paperwork process. 
Lawyers for the Creative Arts helped them 
apply for nonprofit status. 
In October of 2005, the relatively new EP 
Theater produced the Pilsen East Performance 
Project, an adjunct to the 35th Annual Artists' 
Open House. Performed on the neighborhood's 
metal-molded, gazebo-like outdoor stage, the 
series of one-act performances ran for three 
nights, and attracted people from all over 
Chicago. 
"It's a rare thing for a new company to have 
their own space, and for them it is both a bless-
ing and a curse," P{autsch says. EP is well off 
the beaten track for most Chicago theatergoers, 
he adds. 
:critics at Time Out Chicago and the Chicago 
Reader have noted that EP Theater has a good 
space and an intriguing ambiance, but have yet 
to rave about any of EP's productions. 
EP has several endeavors waiting in the 
proverbial wings. Prejean plans to offer acting 
classes and Ewers has already booked the space . 
with events ranging from Columbia fiction 
readings to an acting improv competition for-
matted like "American Idol." 
Ruth Reader can be reached at 
ruthreader@hotmail.com 
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Student filmmakers do more with less 
BY JENE SHAW 
W ithout access to a Spielberg-sized budget or months of free time, few Columbia film students find the opportunity to produce feature-
length movies in addition to the shorts required for class. "It's just too large 
of an endeavor and too costly to promote while they are still learning how 
to make films," says Paula Froehle, director of the development program 
in the Film and Video Department. 
But some students have managed to create their own features using a 
low-budget approach to filmmaking, even if it means resorting to uncon-
ventional measures. 
Borrowing his friend's camera and working with a budget of $1,000, 
alumnus Bill Whirity and several other Columbia students spent a summer 
(and then some) filming "Broke," a teen comedy about four friends trying 
to make it to Canada after crashing their parents' van. Whirity used left-
over student loans and money he earned from being Casey Affleck's stand-
in for "Ocean's Twelve" to fund his film. 
Whirity cut corners by shooting at friends' houses, buying video tapes at 
Sam's Club, picking costumes from thrift stores, finding 
some weird props on eBay and returning other 
props after the shoot. 
"It was almost better not to have money," 
he says. "You solve your problems cre-
atively instead of throwing money at it to 
fix it. A lot of stuff didn't work out how it 
was in the script and 
because of it, it turned 
out funnier." 
Columbia College 
Junior Chris Hoff-
mann found inspiration 
for his screenplay "Over Due" 
from the Martin Scorsese movie "After Hours" 
and quirky moments from the many odd part-
time jobs that helped him raise money. He 
unloaded boxes at 4 a.m. for a department store, 
struggled with language barriers as a salesman ___ m 
::> for a Chinese tea store, and suffered through a er:: 
0 
summer at an industrial wastewater treatment ~ 
er:: 
~~. i 
Fiction writing alumnus Daniel Mac Rae had only a small budget dur- ~ 
ing the filming of his trilogy of 30-minute shorts, which combine into one 
feature-length film titled "The Debilitales," showing the "dissolution of the 
nuclear family." 
Mac Rae advertised on Internet communities like Facebook, Craigslist 
and MySpace for fundraisers he held at Delilah's in Lincoln Park. He 
showed the trailer from the first part of his trilogy and the cast performed 
a live scene, charging $10 for an all-you-can-drink deal. 
"It's great to use a place like Delilah's that has a Columbia alumnus run-
ning it," Mac Rae says. "Find out which people are alumni in the world and 
they'll typically help you without overcharging." 
Each of the filmmakers admits that financial obstacles made it harder 
to make their films but, they say, their small budgets were also a benefit. 
"It was really about learning," Whirity says. "The best way to learn is by 
doing, so why not get out of the classroom and just start shooting?" 
Jene Shaw can be reached atjeneshaw@gmail.com 
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Camela Christopher regards 
her art as part of a dialogue 
with the city's residents. 
"Stay up" was inspired by 
the comment of an outgo-
ing homeless man. 
Avenue for expression 
Camela Christopher is committed to street art 
BY K. ANDERSON 
Acoffeepot with the message "Stay Up" is stapled to the wall. This spray-painted sign is not a commercial for the caffeinated generation; it's 
Camela Christopher's street art. 
Christopher heard this phrase one evening outside the Rainbo Club in 
Wicker Park. After she saw patrons being rude to a homeless man nearby, 
she struck up a conversation with him. Encouragingly, he told her to stay 
positive by saying, "Stay up!" 
"I was so moved by it," Christopher says. "I'm walking away and some-
one who obviously has it so much worse than I do at that moment is telling 
me to stay up." She made a stencil of the phrase and began spray-painting 
it on signs around Chicago. 
Christopher, a 2005 Columbia BFA graduate, has had successes with 
commissioned paintings and experimental films. She has also done some 
editing work at Chicago's Edit Diva Media, and has sketched animations 
for a new kids' video. But these legitimate jobs don't keep Christopher off 
the streets. 
"It's easy to get distracted," she says. "My teachers told us, 'Eighty-five 
percent of you will not be making artwork five years from now.' I'm [in] the 
15 percent that's inspired and creative and motivated." 
Her street art is mostly stencils with different phrases that seem simple 
but have multiple meanings. When her work started disappearing, she felt 
triumphant, not disappointed. "Success to me right now is people stealing 
my posters off the side of the wall, or finding my stickers and peeling those 
off and putting them in their house," Christopher says. 
Former Chicago street artist Josh MacPhee, author of Stencil Pirates, 
says street art in Chicago has had a rocky history, mostly due to Mayor 
Richard M. Daley's beautification campaign. Signs and graffiti are imme-
diately taken down or painted over, making the work of those brave 
enough to continue even more prominent. "That's one of the reasons [graf-
fiti] is sort of powerful in Chicago," says MacPhee. But he also warns, 
"Once you start, it's hard to stop." 
Christopher's work reminds MacPhee of street art from the late '70s and 
early 'Bos, which was designed to create a dialogue with the city's resi-
dents. Though street a1t may be fleeting, MacPhee says that a sign posted 
at the intersection of Milwaukee, Darnen and North avenues will reach sig-
nificantly more people than a month-long gallery show. 
Christopher hopes to have a one-woman show in a gallery some day, but 
says street art will always be one of her favorite avenues of expression. 
"Those things that you can't see in a gallery, but just happen around you," 
she says. "That's art, too." 
K. Anderson can be reached at k_ anderson198o@hotmail.com 
BY LAUREN TUMAS 
t the Expo for Today's Black Woman at 
A McC-ormick Place, two teenage girls in knee-
high boots and metal belts hop a barrier and jump 
on stage as impromptu back-up dancers for 18-
year-old Shorty K The audience members raise 
their cell phones and sway as the young rapper 
takes the mic. "I came from these streets/grew up 
in these streets," he raps. "Chicago/Chi-Chi-cago!" 
People flock to the Moo & Oink promotional 
booth to catch a glimpse of the heartthrob, who also 
performs promotional jingles for the Chicago-
based meat wholesaler and retailer. After finishing 
a song titled "Dear Mama," he wishes his mother a 
happy birthday and leaps off the stage, grabbing a 
napkin to wipe his brow. 
"It's pandemonium. People love it," he says. 
''Yesterday girls were chasing me out of here. I get 
a lot of phone calls somehow. I've changed my 
number several times and they still get it." 
Shorty K (real name Korey Isbell) was on the 
first day of his job collecting shopping carts at Moo 
& Oink when Rob Levy, the owner's son, heard 
Isbell spitting rhymes in the parking lot. Levy came 
up with the idea for a new production company, 
with Shorty K as its flagship artist. 
"I played him a song my friend had written and 
when it was over, there were 12 instrumental beats 
and he just went crazy," Levy says. "It was amazing 
the way he did freestyle, putting his life story into it. 
Right then and there I was like, let's do this." 
Levy hired hip-hop pro-
ducer and former C,Olumbia 
C-ollege teacher Kevin Shine 
as the A&R Business affairs 
consultant for his new com-
pany, ish Enterprises. 
"I test [Shorty K] all the 
time," Shine says. "I'm the 
Shorty K has been 
invited by Busta 
Rhymes to per-
form in his show 
at the House of 
Blues. 
equivalent of an Olympic trainer. I'm the one that 
trains you to go into the record industry." 
Two-time Grammy-winning producer and 
Columbia teacher Jim Tullio produced two tracks 
for Shorty K's upcoming debut album. Last spring, 
Shorty K visited high schools and colleges as part of 
the ''Youngest in Charge" tour. He is regularly invit-
ed to open shows for top industry artists like Busta 
Rhymes, Ne-Yo, Paul Wall and Mike Jones. 
Shorty K isn't na'ive about where his fame may 
lead him. "Jay-Z is my favorite rapper because of 
the way he handles business," he says. "He went 
~ from being a rapper to being the president of Def 
I Jam, one of the biggest labels around." He also i admires friends and local hip-hop artists Mush 
25 Millions, DJ Emmaculate and Juice. 
~ But he hasn't lost touch with what got him start-
~ ed back in the Moo & Oink parking lot. "This is 
~ fu ~ n," he says. "It's basically me, all day every day, 8 ~ rapping. I love it so much I can't even explain it." 
o Lauren Tomas can be reached at ltum@com-l cast.net 
Chicago's Shorty K 
has come a long way 
since he started rapping 
in the Moo & Oink 
parking lot 
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REGULAR SCHEDULE 
Wed+ Thu 8pm, 
Fri 7+ 1 Opm, Sat 4, 7+ 1 Opm 
Sun 1,4+7pm 
Schedule subject to change. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Box Office 773.348.4000 
ticketmaster 312.902.1500 
ticketmaster.com 
Group Sales 773.348.3300 
LOCATION 
Briar Street Theatre , 
3133 North Halsted Chicago I 
1.800.BLUEMAN 
blueman.com 
Student Rush Tickets may be purchased at the box office with a valid ID 2 hours before show time. 
2 tickets per ID. Subject to availability. Schedule subject to change, visit blueman.com for the most 
up-to-date schedule. ® eMP 
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STEVEN LIBERT SITS IN THE MIDST OF NAU-
TICAL CHAOS. A chart of 
Lake Michigan lies curled on 
a green ottoman. A site 
scan sonar- unintelligible 
marks on an unending roll 
of thin paper- stretches 
across the white carpet. A 
1744 map, yellowed and 
inaccurate, hangs precipi-
tously from an armrest. A thick stack of photo-
copied royal documents with flourishing, 17th cen-
tury French calligraphy sits on the sofa. On the tel-
evision, two scuba divers swim around a thin, 13-
foot wooden pole sticking out from the lake bed in 
a silent, grainy, black-and-white video. 
Libert watches as ghostly white numbers hover 
over a blood-red background on the wide screen of 
his Apple laptop. A handsome, heavyset man with 
a shock of white hair and sea-blue eyes, Libert 
believes these numbers reveal the coordinates of a 
wreck he has been seeking for 28 years-coordi-
nates state officials, treasure hunters and interna-
tional archaeologists would do anything to get their 
hands on. But he's not telling. 
Setting sail 
In 1679, a large anchored vessel swayed gently 
on Lake Michigan's choppy waters. Her white can-
vas mast and smaller sails fluttered atop 
her beam in the light westerly wind. The 
Iroquois Indians called the long vessel a 
"floating fort," the grandeur of which 
could only have been the handiwork of 
the devil. She was laden with a 6,000-
pound cargo of fox, deer, beaver, mink 
and muskrat furs, tools, glass beads, 
brass cooking vessels, flintlock guns and 
additional rigging for another ship. 
"Five small cannon looked out from 
her portholes; and on her prow was 
carved a portentous monster" with the 
body of a lion and the head and beak of 
an eagle, wrote historian Francis 
Parkman in 1897. The ancient Greek 
mythological creature was called the 
Griff on, the protector of hidden treasure. 
The ship, its namesake vessel, was the 
largest that had sailed the upper Great 
Lakes. She was to cross Lake Michigan 
and then travel through Lake Erie and 
Lake Huron to Niagara, in present-day 
New York, where she had started her 
maiden voyage on August 7. 
The Griffon was built for French 
explorer Rene Robert Cavelier, Sieur de la Salle on 
the banks of the Niagara River at a makeshift ship-
yard three miles above Niagara Falls. La Salle, often 
called the "Father of the Louisiana Territory," was 
searching for the mouth of the Mississippi with his 
French crew. He later claimed the lands west of the 
Mississippi for King Louis XIV of France. These 
lands became part of the Louisiana Purchase. 
The Griffon's cargo was to be sold to fund La 
Salle's explorations and the building of forts. On 
September 18, 1679, the Griffon was returning 
to Niagara from present-day Washington 
Island in Wisconsin. La Salle appointed a 
crew of five or six men, including a Dane 
named Luc as captain, to sail her back to 
Niagara while he prepared to travel 
across the Illinois River to present day 
Peoria, Illinois, where he built Fort 
Crevecoeur. 
"Making their adieu by firing a single cannon; 
and we were never afterwards able to learn what 
course they had taken, and though there is no 
doubt, but that she perished," wrote Father Louis 
Hennepin, a Franciscan friar who accompanied La 
Salle on the expedition to the mouth of the 
Mississippi. La Salle's papers were lost, leaving 
Hennepin's diaries as the only records of the jour-
ney for explorers seeking to find out what hap-
pened to the Griffon. 
LEFT Steven 
Libert has been 
searching for the 
Griffon for 28 
years. Now he 
says he has 
found her. Soon 
his claim will be 
proved or dis-
proved. 
TOP Explorer 
Rene Robert 
Cavelier, Sieur de 
la Salle. 
The ship's disappearance is legendary and 
rumors about her fate have circulated since she was 
last seen. 
"The pilot against the opinion of some Indians, 
who assured him that there was a great storm in the 
middle of the lake, resolved to continue his voy-
age," Hennepin wrote. "He had scarcely sailed a 
quarter of a league from the coast, when these 
Indians saw the bark tossing in an extraordinary 
manner, so that in a short time they lost sight of 
her." 
There are many accounts of what hap-
pened next. According to one legend, an 
Iroquois prophet, Metiomek, placed a 
curse on the Griffon, which then "sailed 
through a crack in the ice." Other 
accounts suggest that hostile Indians cap-
tured the ship, killed the crew, took the furs 
and burned the vessel. 
La Salle believed that the captain and crew 
mutinied, stole the cargo and sank the ship. But the 
most widely accepted reason for the shipwreck is 
that it sank in a severe storm. The shortage of crew 
and extra weight of the cargo might also have 
doomed it. 
Three hundred and twenty seven years have 
passed since the Griffon disappeared. Since then, 
underwater archaeologists, deep-sea explorers, 
amateur treasure hunters and the curious have 
searched for one of the most famous ship-
wrecks in American history. But the Griffon 
has guarded her sunken cargo well. Until 
now. 
Libert claims to have found the remains 
of the Griffon. "I wanted to do something 
no one else has done," he says. "I thought 
that goal was achievable." 
The search begins 
~ French-style chateaus and contempo-
co 
~ rary American castles flank a tree-lined 
~ drive through the venerable town of 
:2: McLean, Virginia, home to the Who's Who 
>-; of Washington, D.C. politicians and busi-
~ 
LL. nessmen. 
0::: 
\!:) Here, past Robert Kennedy's Hickory 
~ Hill estate, past Colin Powell's pink-bricked 
~ subdivision walls, pastT.J. Gilbert's restau-
o 
tt rant, a CIA hangout famous for serving 
o2 
I.? eavesdropping Russian spies, the road 
LU 
::l curves toward Oak Hill. It's an unlikely ~ 
..J home for a restless spirit on a quest not for 
~ political power, but for an elusive, sunken 
~ ship. 
8 Libert, 52, an intelligence analyst for the 
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Department of Defense, began his search for the 
Griffon when he was 24. His passion was ignited 11 
years before that when, at the age of 13, he heard 
about the ship from a history teacher. 
"As a child he grew up real curious," says his 
wife, Kathie Libert, who is creative director and 
partner at Kensington Creative Worldwide, a mar-
keting company, and who was Libert's high school 
sweetheart. "He needed something to put his ener-
gy into." 
Throughout his teenage years, Libert dreamed 
of finding the Griffon and practiced for his future 
underwater adventures. "I used to get in the bath-
tub with a snorkel and see how long I could hold my 
breath," says Libert. "My longest was three and a 
half minutes." 
He was a gifted athlete in high school, on his way 
to a career as a pro football player. Seven surgeries 
on an injured knee dashed those hopes. He attend-
ed college at Wright State University in Ohio, 
where he studied political science, but the mystery 
of the Griffon led him to delve into 17th century 
explorations of La Salle and the fate of his ship. 
While taking a diving class, he met two men who 
were also interested in underwater exploration. 
Libert convinced them to help him search for the 
Griffon. The group grew over time, and the expedi-
tions became full-fledged adventures. 
Libert took his current job in Washington, D.C. 
in 1988, but he still continued his quest. Two or 
three times a year, he awoke at 1 a.m. and drove 
seven hours to Dayton to pick up his team, then 
another 14 hours to Michigan. 
"I'd be almost up for three days," he says. 
The group spent two to three weeks camping on 
various islands, diving during the day for 18 hours. 
They spent nights huddled around a campfire, 
cooking T-bone steaks and hot dogs, and telling 
ghost stories in the howling wind. Sometimes they 
spent the nights in an abandoned 1871 lighthouse 
on one of the islands, sleeping on the cold cement 
floor and climbing its rusty spiral staircase to the 
pinnacle to look over the lake. 
"It would be like girls getting together and hav-
ing a slumber party," says Libert. 
The team used an Achilles boat- an inflatable 
Navy Seals vessel that can hold up to two tons of 
supplies. It was ideal for the shallow, rocky waters 
around Washington Island and was easy to hide 
from prying eyes, even those of the local Coast 
Guard. 
"I have a master key that opens every lighthouse 
in the country," says Libert. "The Coast Guard gave 
it to me." 
But adventure goes hand-in-hand with danger, 
and Libert became intimate with its grasp. Many 
times, violent weather stranded Libert and his 
team on an island for days without food. He once 
broke three ribs when a 14-foot wave threw him 
into the lake and crushed him against a pile of 
rocks. He couldn't feel the right side of his body for 
two days, but he didn't know about the broken ribs 
until he was X-rayed for pneumonia two months 
later. The pain from this injury still comes and 
goes. But no matter how many times the lake broke 
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"We all felt Steve was an old sailor coming back 
to finish something," says Kathie. 
Libert continued his research. Cloistered in the 
reading rooms of dungeon-like libraries, surround-
ed by dusty books, he searched for countless hours. 
He sifted through thousands of pages of fact and 
conjecture by maritime historians for a clue to the 
ship's whereabouts. His job as a government ana-
lyst gave him special access to the National 
Archives and the Library of Congress, where he 
doggedly searched, surrounded by a catalog of 
American adventure and exploration. Many times 
he'd go straight to the library after work and be the 
last to leave. 
Libert pored over Father Hennepin's journal 
and the accounts of George Quimby, former cura-
tor of the Field Museum of Natural History in 
Chicago, whose research into the location of the 
Griffon is documented in his book, Indian Culture 
and European Trade Goods. 
Hennepin wrote that the Griffon, on its doomed 
return voyage, had set sail from a group of "rough 
and wicked islands." The phrase in French is trans-
lated as "huron." For that reason, most explorers 
searched for the Griffon in Lake Huron. Libert dis-
covered, however, that Huron Islands was one pre-
vious name of the islands that extend past what is 
now Door County. He believes Hennepin was refer-
ring to these Lake Michigan islands as "rough and 
wicked." He had figured from Hennepin's accounts 
that the Griffon sunk 20 miles northeast of 
Washington Island. Based on that information and 
tips from Quimby's books, Libert has been search-
ing that area for 20 years, never doubting his prem-
• 1se. 
In September 2001, on the last dive of the final 
day of the diving season, 100 feet below the surface, 
with the air in his scuba tank running low and three 
inches of visibility, Libert bumped into a long pole 
jutting from the lake bottom . 
"I usually have my hands out when I'm diving, 
but I was checking my gauges and-barn-I ran 
right into this thing," he says. "Can you imagine? 
You've been looking for something for almost 30 
years and then when you can't even see it, you hit 
your head right on it." 
A fortuitous find 
Across the Seine from the Eiffel Tower, a lime-
stone building rises above a steep slope of shrub-
flanked steps leading to a marble terrace littered 
with tourists who braved the brutal hill for a sweep-
ing view of the Parisian landmark. 
In the right wing of the building, off Place du 
Trocadero and next to the Musee de l'Homme, is 
the Musee National de la Marine, devoted to 
French maritime history. In May 2001, Libert 
stood in its turquoise-colored lobby, looking 
through a photocopied sheaf of 300-year-old docu-
ments. Surrounded by models of old, ornate 
French ships, Libert learned that King Louis XIV 
had decreed the Griffon as a royal military vessel. 
He spotted the king's signature, which confirmed 
Hennepin's accounts of the ship being a state ves-
sel. 
Coincidentally, on the same day Libert arrived 
at the museum hoping to find some information 
about the ship, the museum staff was creating a 
display case for a small model of the Griffon. The 
papers had been placed next to the display while 
the museum curator was researching the ship's his-
tory for the exhibit. 
"I don't know if it was luck, fate, or if someone 
was guiding me," says Libert. 
Since the wreckage was found in Michigan's 
waters, the state has been vying for control of the 
ship. Under the federal Abandoned Shipwreck Act 
of 1987, states are responsible for managing ship-
wrecks in their waters. However, Libert and his 
expedition team, the Great Lakes Exploration 
Group, LLC, have been embroiled in litigation with 
Michigan since 2004 over their claim to salvage 
rights because they discovered the wreck. 
"What we want is to defend our right to the 
Great Lakes bottomlands," says Nate Bailey, 
spokesman for the Michigan attorney general's 
office. "It's not like we're searching for the Griffon. 
It's not something we're seeking at all." The state is 
interested in the location of the wreck, he says, to 
make sure Libert doesn't win rights to other prop-
erties, like oil or gold, which may be in the area he 
is claiming. 
"He found a timber in the Great Lakes some-
where in a large area," Bailey says. "In a court, that 
doesn't hold muster." 
David Bright, president of Nautical Research 
Group, a global consulting firm involved in sea and 
shipwreck exploration, laughs at that argument 
"I think it's pretty much a Catch-22," he ~ys. 
"[Michigan] law requires Libert to have a pemut~ 
be able to dive to prove it's the Griffon, an 
Michigan says if you can't prove it's the Griff00 
we're not going to give you the permit." di 
In November 2004, Libert contacte~ Fretlt 
authorities, who now also claim ownership of 
ship. Under international maritime law, the ship 
would belong to France because it was a sovereign 
vessel of King Louis XIV. 
"If it is the Griffon, France owns it. We've asked 
for custodial rights," says Libert, which means he 
and his team would be entitled to be part of the 
excavation and preservation process. They would 
be able to research the artifacts they found, and get 
the recognition they deserve. 
For now the opposing parties have agreed to a 
fragile truce. French and Canadian archaeologists 
will join the Great Lakes team in July 2006 on a 
dive to determine the identity of the ship. 
Seeking authentication 
Above the dinosaur bones, sleeping pharaohs 
and precious jewels in the Field Museum of 
Natural History in Chicago, the sound of lone 
footsteps against the gray cement floor reverber-
ates through the high-ceilinged, deserted third 
floor, accessible only to museum employees. 
After a row of closed doors, a bright, cluttered 
office comes into view. There is order to the 
chaos; the mismatched pottery, shards of dry 
clay and rusty metal, green and brown glass bot-
tles, and books on bygone 
eras are stacked neatly on 
row after row of long 
shelves. 
Lake Michigan during the storms La Salle must 
have weathered. 
Despite the international interest in this ship-
wreck, one factor throws doubt on the possibility 
of it being the Griffon. Carbon dating on wood 
samples from the bowsprit (a spar that extends 
from the stem of the ship and to which the stays of 
the foremast are tied) concluded that there is a 33 
percent chance that the ship dates from 1679 and 
a 50 percent chance that it's from 1820 to 1920. 
However, climate variations can affect results. 
Demel says carbon dating is most accurate when 
used to date objects older than 1,000 years 
because weather patterns are more consistent. "I 
feel pretty good about it. The date doesn't matter 
to me," says Demel. "It's the location and knowing 
where the wreck is according to Hennepin's 
accounts. I'm pretty positive about it." 
There is further evidence to support his confi-
dence. The distance between wooden pegs, called 
trunnels, on the bowsprit is 13 inches, equivalent 
to a French foot. "So if they were following French 
make, the ship would have French measurements 
rather than English," says Demel. 
Also, ax marks on the wood indicate the timber 
was hand hewn. "While they 
were making it, they had 
threats from Native 
Americans threatening to 
burn and kill them," says 
Demel. "So they finished it 
hurriedly and got underway. 
It could be part of the reason 
it sank- it wasn't made to 
standards." 
Scott Demel, collection 
project coordinator and 
adjunct curator in anthro-
pology at the Field Museum, 
flicks his wrist over a map of 
the Great Lakes hanging 
high on a wall, a laser point-
er snug in his palm. The red 
dot follows the arch of the 
state of Michigan and dips 
down toward Lake 
Michigan, caresses the edge 
of northeastern Wisconsin 
and circles the northern sec-
tion of the lake. 
PHOTOS COURTESY STEVEN LIBERT 
"I was checking my gauges and-
barn !-I ran right into this thing," 
Libert says. "Can you imagine?" 
Libert, his team and 
Demel plan to survey the site 
this summer using a site scan 
sonar to create a map of the 
bottom of the lake. "You can 
see a baseball down there or 
a computer cord," says 
Demel. "It's very detailed." 
"It's still not clear how it 
sank but most likely it sank 
in that storm, the same 
storm La Salle encountered 
,vhen he was leaving 
Washington Island heading 
back to the mainland," he says. "He left at night 
and the storm came and it took him 12 hours to 
cross a four-hour path. It was a very substantive 
storm." 
Demel has been working with Libert since 
2oo3 to identify the shipwreck. He had heard 
about the death of George Quimby and bought 
some of his books, one of which included a chap-
ter on the Griffon. 
"! had been reading it and it refueled my inter-
~t 1n some day hoping to find it," says Demel. 
hen Steve Libert called me a week later, so it 
Was a really weird coincidence." 
tu ~r maybe it was luck, which seems to be as 
r ulent for Libert and his team as the waters of 
They will block off the 
debris field- the area where 
artifacts from a ship may 
have floated while it was 
sinking-and use the site 
scan sonar to identify objects 
that may be from the ship. 
Then they will dive down with a field verifier to 
visually confirm the objects and use a magnetome-
ter to record metallic anomalies like the cannons 
that were on board. 
The ship is buried beneath years of silt. It may 
be intact or broken into many pieces. "The can-
nons should be very well preserved [since] it's cold 
water," says Demel. "The cannons should have 
insignia. That's probably our best chance of identi-
fying the ship." 
Time capsule 
If the wreck turns out to be the Griffon, the sig-
nificance of the find would be enormous. "It's the 
first sailing vessel on Lake Michigan. It's 327 
years old. Everybody wants to find the oldest 
shipwreck," says Demel. 
There would also be personal belongings, like 
clothes or compasses. "You have this little time 
capsule that you can look into the lives of those 
individuals and see what they had with them and 
the world they lived in, what they were about," 
says Demel. There could even be skeletal remains. 
"This is not a treasure wreck," Libert adds. 
"There's no gold or diamonds. The value is histor-
ical." 
"I think his reputation for somebody that's look-
ing for gold is kind of unfair," says Demel of Libert. 
"I think his heart's in the right place. He just wants 
a fair share of his discovery." 
But it's far more than that. For Libert, it's the 
quest of a lifetime. 
"I was asking myself, 'Has it been worth it?'" he 
says. "I think it has. It started out as an adventure 
with a bunch of guys and it became a full-fledged 
expedition." 
The Field Museum is helping Libert write a grant 
to fund more research. They have a display case 
ready in case the ship is determined to be the 
Griffon. They will, however, need permission from 
France to display it. In 1995, another of La Salle's 
ships, La Belle, which sank off the coast of Texas in 
1686, was found in Matagorda Bay. Though France 
owned it, they leased it to Texas A&M University for 
99 years. However, there is also the chance that 
France may want to display the Griffon on its own 
soil. 
An ongoing quest 
Libert and his wife have organized a sponsorship 
event during this summer's Venetian Festival, an 
annual boating celebration in Charlevoix, Michigan, 
where they have a second home. Libert, Demel and 
a French archaeologist will all speak at the festival in 
order to garner funds and support for the expedi-
tion. If the Griffon's identity is confirmed in July, 
the town, a picturesque community of mushroom-
shaped, early 20th century homes and sleek boats 
docked on the green banks of Lake Michigan, will 
host the Griffon expedition during excavation until 
2008. 
"All the pieces are coming together," he says. "If 
it doesn't prove to be the Griffon, I'd be surprised." 
The media frenzy has already begun in the 
United States and France. Libert has been inter-
viewed by the Chicago Sun-Times and the Detroit 
Free Press as well as France's Radio France and Le 
Journal du Dimanche. Film producers, book pub-
lishers and documentary filmmakers have 
approached him to sell his story. But he won't enter-
tain any offers until the wreck has proven to be the 
Griffon. 
Meanwhile, he continues his quest. "When I look 
[over Lake Michigan] I think of the early French 
explorers that came out there," Libert says. "If you 
look long enough, you think there is a ship in the 
distance. Some days they look like you can touch 
them and sometimes they look so far away." 
Sahar Khan can be reached at 
saharkhan115@hotmail.com 
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Lorena's blemish-free skin called for minimal foundation around her nose, forehead and 
cheeks. Sanchez told her she had trimmed her 
eyebrows beautifully, allowing them to frame 
her face. "You never really notice the good eye-
brows. You only notice the bad ones," Sanchez 
says. "She hasn't overdone them and this is 
great because large eyes need strong eyebrows." 
Sanchez gave Lorena a clean smoky eye, 
which slightly accentuated her bone structure. 
He gave her eyelashes several coats for a rich 
thickness. 
He used a subtle pink eye makeup, giving a 
understated effect to her eyes. "You want to have 
some tricks up your sleeve, you don't want to be 
walking around all done up all the time," he says. 
"Latinas are known for big eyes like mine," 
says Lorena. "I never wear pink eye shadow, but 
now I see that it looks pretty amazing," 
Cher has had difficulty picking out foundation colors in the past and has resorted to mixing 
several colors together. Sanchez solved her foun-
dation problem by matching her skin with 
Lancome's new Magique Matte color founda-
tion. He used cool shades on her eyes to equalize 
the skin tone, since it was yellowish from her 
natural color and spray tanning. To make her 
eyes pop, he used brown and black shadows with 
a touch of ivory as a highlighter under the brows. 
Sanchez noted that Asian girls should avoid 
tails on their eyeliner. "I think it's a little more 
for theater and doesn't really translate day to 
day as well," Sanchez says. To achieve that per-
fect smoky-eye look, he recommended making a 
"C" motion from the outer comer of the eye to 
elongate the horizontal line, keeping the eye 
open. A nude shade for cheeks and lips provided 
a nice contrast to the warm colors in her skin. 
Rana has the perfect almond-shaped eyes that Sanchez says every woman longs to have. 
He used liquid eyeliner for a natural look while 
maximizing her lashes, and used matte eyeshad-
ow in midnight blue and black to create a smoul-
dering effect. "For her glamorous look, I wanted 
to do something ultra sexy that would bring out 
her Egyptian mystique," he says. 
Sanchez went very easy on the rest of Rana's 
face. "When you focus on the eyes, you should 
really downplay the lips and cheeks so they 
won't be competing," he says. 
Frosty white shades tend to look ashy on 
darker complexions, Sanchez notes. Instead he 
suggests warm colors in the yellow range. "When 
I try to apply dark makeup I end up looking like 
a raccoon, but I love what Alex did," says Rana. 
Sanchez wanted to bring out Victoria's African-American and Indian heritage. As a 
professional model, Victoria says most makeup 
artists aren't able to match her foundation as 
well as Sanchez did. She liked the smoothness 
and light feeling as well. 
"Being African-American, I have to worry 
about the products looking like two different 
tones, but this all matched pretty well," says 
Victoria. Sanchez provided a touch of color on 
her lips with a sheer lipstick by Lancome called 
Nala. Her glamourous look consisted of blend-
ing several colors along the eye, producing a 
vibrant colorful sensation. 
Since vivid tones look so gorgeous on dark 
skin, he went all out to enhance Victoria's natu-
ral beauty, paying special attention to the high-
lighting shade. 
STORY BY 
LAUREN YUMAS 
PHOTOS BY 
CAROLINE NILSSON 
Alex Sanchez is Lancome's 
top makeup artist. He has 
traveled the world enhanc-
ing the beauty of women of 
all skin types, colors and 
ethnicities. 
Lauren Tumas can be reached 
at ltum@comcast.net 
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Why botanicas continue to thrive in Latino neighborhoods 
BY MELISSA ALBERT AND RUTH READER 
, 
Inside a quiet shop on the corner of Ashland Avenue and 18th Street, dusty 
glass jars filled with dried herbs sit atop glass counters. Low shelves are 
lined with bottles bearing unusual labels: anorexia, male problems, hemor-
rhage. Tall scented candles and religious icons line the walls on the other 
side of the store. Paperback books and pamphlets lie in glass cases. One 
cover bears a pentacle; another, a cross. 
This is Centro Botanico Guadalupano, an 
herbal and spiritual remedy shop. Juan Zarco, 
the store's herbalist, prescribes herbal and home-
opathic remedies for his customers' ailments. 
Confident in his practice, Zarco will kindly direct 
customers seeking instant relief to the drug store 
across the street. 
Botanicas grew out of ancient Aztec medical 
practices that were forced to go underground 
when Spain conquered their lands. Though 
Aztecs adapted Catholicism, they held fast to 
their medical practices. Botanicas and curan-
deros (traditional healers) spread throughout 
Latin America and to the United States. They 
continue to thrive here in Latino neighborhoods, 
such as Pilsen. 
One of the main reasons they have lasted in 
the United States, despite access to western 
healthcare and doctors, is their cultural and per-
sonal approach to medicine. Customers at 
Centro Botanico are greeted by Zarco's familiar, 
smiling "buenas tardes." After brief banter, they 
launch into accounts of their ailments and symp-
toms, from migraines to colon problems. 
As indicated by Zarco's greeting, botanicas 
offer communication in a way many healthcare 
providers cannot. Some have a curandero on 
staff; at Centro Botanico, a curandero visits once 
a month. 
In addition to speaking Spanish, the staff at 
botanicas are sensitive to the social and cultural 
expectations of first-generation immigrants. But 
even second-generation Latinos are strong con-
sumers of botanicas. "The use of curanderos 
occurs across the board depending on assimila-
tion," says ethnobotanist Dr. Alfredo G6mez-
Beloz, who has studied Chicago botanicas. This 
occurs in part because many western doctors 
look only at physical symptoms, while curan-
deros inquire into the mental and spiritual 
aspects of a malady with the belief that all three 
are intertwined. For this reason remedies may 
include charms and religious icons as well as 
herbs. Even the supernatural is within the 
purview of a curandero. Some diseases are 
attributed to "mal de ojo" -the evil eye-which 
may occur when a person violates a custom (for 
example, admiring a baby without touching it) 
and can cause a variety of symptoms. 
Latinos know that these kinds of concerns 
aren't taken seriously by western doctors. "A lot 
of time doctors don't ask if people are using alter-
native practices, or patients don't speak English 
well. Patients may not want to give more infor-
mation than they're asked, or they're afraid that 
doctors will get mad," says G6mez-Beloz. 
Even the supernatural is within 
the realm of the curandero. 
Some diseases are attributed to 
''ma/ de ojo''-the evil ey-e-
which may occur when a person 
violates a custom. 
Body language also creates a culture barrier 
between Latino patients and their western doc-
tors. Noel Chavez, an associate professor of com-
munity health sciences at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago, who studies Latin American 
dietary behavior, says American doctors don't 
always understand the nuances of body lan-
guage. Some Latinos consider it rude to stare into 
someone's eyes or to examine a patient without 
first engaging in conversation. "Providers should 
adapt to clients," says Chavez. "It only takes two 
minutes to talk about someone's family and per-
sonal life." 
Affordability also helps botanicas remain an 
essential part of their client's healthcare. "There's 
certainly a group who cannot afford western 
health care," says Chavez. 
At Centro Botanico, Zarco is sensitive to his 
clients' budgets. A woman approaches the count-
er and smiles. They talk casually for a moment 
before she says, "Fui a muchos doctores pero no 
me ayudaron," explaining that her visits to con-
ventional doctors have failed to cure her. He 
offers her the choice of a box or bottle of pills, 
and then explains why the bottle is a better deal. 
This charitable attitude weaves a botanica into 
the fabric of a community. "They develop a rela-
tionship with people who come to them," G6mez-
Beloz says. They create a cultural center for a 
community that may, in some ways, feel dis-
placed from its roots. 
Herbalists like Zarco also know their limits. 
He readily admits that he can't diagnose every-
thing on the basis of customers' self-described 
symptoms. If a woman says her stomach feels 
inflamed, it's difficult to say whether the trouble 
is her stomach or her ovaries. "Herbalists are not 
allowed to touch," he says. "Even so," he adds, "I 
don't think touching would help." 
With the growth of the Spanish-speaking pop-
ulation in North America, western physicians are 
gaining awareness of herbalists and curanderos 
and even respect for their patients' desire to seek 
traditional treatments. "Some people say, 'Why 
should we encourage [botanicas]?"' asks Chavez, 
answering, "Because people use this and don't 
tell their health care providers." Doctors who 
understand that their patients are also being 
treated by a curandero are less likely to prescribe 
medications that might have adverse reactions 
when combined with herbs from a botanica. 
Latinos recognize the value of western med-
ical care as well as traditional treatments. "If 
someone breaks a bone, they'll go to a doctor. If 
it's pain or some emotional problem they'll go to 
a CAM [Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine practitioner]," says G6mez-Beloz. 
Zarco, for his part, says he rarely needs the 
attention of a western doctor. "I only go to the 
dentist," he says. "I don't get sick often; I don't 
need them." 
Melissa Albert can be reached at albert.melis-
sa@gmail.com. Ruth Reader can be reached at 
ruthreader@hotmail.com 
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Many of the classics of Chicago liter-
ature are written about places that no 
longer exist. Look for Nelson Algren's 
shady strip joints and you might find 
a wine bar; seek out Richard Wright's 
tenements and you may discover an 
empty lot. Steel and meat no longer 
roll out of the South Side in freight 
cars and coal-stove grit 
sifts over the city streets. 
no longer 
But the Chicago of centuries past 
still exists in stories: a town where 
politicians are hand in glove with 
gangsters, where con men and laid-
off drifters litter the unfriendly 
streets. Despite gentrification and 
the erosion of its industrial base, the 
Chicago of our collective imagination 
remains the compelling, ballsy city 
The city that works 
Come Hell, high water, street-swallowing 
blazes or labor disputes, Chicago has kept work-
ing. "The city that works" was the motto of Mayor 
Richard J. Daley's era (1955-1976), when he held 
the city in an iron grip. Though outed in Mike 
Royko's 1971 Boss as the ultimate proponent and 
beneficiary of cronyism, Daley is remembered as 
the man who made the city run. The streets got 
plowed, the busses ran on time; Chicago ran on 
elbow grease and the greased pockets of city 
workers. 
But long before that, Chicago was a town 
where people worked to survive. It became "Hog 
Butcher for the World" with the opening of the 
Union Stockyards in 1865, which thrived on the 
labor of desperately underpaid workers. Upton 
Sinclair's century-old book, The Jungle, immor-
talized this time through the story of a family of 
Lithuanian immigrants who became cogs in an 
urban machine. While lives and body parts were 
crushed below that heaving industry, it put the 
city on the map. The surrounding area became 
known as the Back of the Yards, where the air was 
ripe with the smell of blood-soaked killing beds. 
And on the Southeast Side, the acrid smell of the 
South Works steel mill colored the city's air, filling 
the mouths and noses of Chicagoans. 
and Never a City So Real, moved to Chicago in ffi 
:,,: 
1983. "One thing I knew about was Chicago's ~ 
labor history," he says. "I came expecting a strong ~ 
labor movement and that's passed ... you see the @ 
skeletons of these steel mills, you see what's tran- u; 
~ 
spired and the decline of American Industry." ~ 
Famed Chicago writer Studs Terkel collected ~ 
peoples' accounts of life in Chicago in his 1967 ffi ~ book, Division Street: America. Many of these E people worked blue-collar jobs. Some hated what ~ 
V, 
they did for a living; some loved it. They shared t; 
one trait with their city and with each other: they ~ 
did what it took to get by. They made their lives i:i 
work. Terkel's book showed a microcosm of the § 
city, and Chicago itself became a little window to iE 
the striving world. 
But while Terkel's people were often articulate, 
even wise, the less ingenuous strivers left their 
mark too. As Algren put it, Chicago "isn't so much 
a city as it is a vasty way station where three and a 
half million bipeds swarm with the single cry, 'One 
side or a leg off, I'm gettin' mine!"' No one can talk 
about Chicago without acknowledging that it was 
once Al Capone's city as much as it was anyone's, 
and Algren's fiction offers shabbier neighborhood 
versions of that infamous crook: junkies who'd 
fleece their mother for a fix, small-time hustlers, 
judges possessed of a guttering soul. Chicago is the 
City that Works, and some of its workings have 
always been done after nightfall. 
The stockyards closed in 1971, and most of big 
steel mills were shuttered by 1992. Today even the 
scent of Blommer chocolate on city's near west 
side may be an endangered phenomenon; City of neighborhoods 
Chicago's candy manufacturers have been shut- "You could always tell, even with your eyes 
ting their doors for years. t n and 
. I f pretentious idiots who disdained the ground they crep o 
Liebling's Chicago was a P ace 0 
captured in books. 
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But the closed, which [neighborhood] you were in by the 
notion of our industrial might persists. Alex odors of the food stores and the open kitchen win-
Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here <lows, the sound of the foreign and familiar Ian-
guage, and by whether a stranger hit you in the 
head with a rock," Mike Royko wrote in Boss. 
pot shots at commuters. hood beating during the inglorious World Series 
Chicago's ethnic divides cut through streets 
and boulevards, creating a world map within the 
city's borders. "The phrase 'City of 
Neighborhoods' seems so friendly, but City of 
Neighborhoods has a dark side ... it's a city of fief-
doms actually," says Rick Kogan, long-time 
Chicago journalist and editor and writer for the 
Chicago Tribune Sunday Magazine. 
These neighborhoods are demonized, seen as of 1919, when Shoeless Joe and the "Black Sox" 
concentrations of a dangerous element. But the took Comiskey. 
danger exists most for those living there. "There's "He's an essential Chicago writer because he 
no pride of ownership in those places," Kogan wrote articulately and passionately about a time 
says of Chicago's housing projects. "It could not and place and a group of people that had never 
be more dismissive of that." been deemed appropriate for fiction. He wrote 
It means something different to belong to a about losers," says Kogan. Algren himself was 
place when the place doesn't belong to you. But underappreciated in his own time. His books, now 
community breeds alliance, and attachment will lauded as classics, were originally packaged as 
grow in any condition. The longer a person stays low-brow literature. They had "the same covers as 
Terkel's book showed a microcosm of the city, and Chicago itself became a little window to the striving world. 
Some of Chicago's best stories have come from 
writers portraying their own patch of urban 
space: James T. Farrell wrote about Studs 
Lonigan, an Irish kid growing up on Chicago's 
South Side, and Algren wrote about Poles. Stuart 
Dybek writes about the Poles and Hispanics in 
on their piece of 
land, blighted or not, the stronger the attachment 
grows. As Algren said, "Chicago divide(s) your 
heart. Leaving you loving the joint for keeps. Yet 
knowing it can never love you." 
Pilsen, and Gwendolyn Brooks wrote about The second city 
African-Americans on the South Side. In 1952, A.J. Liebling's book Chicago: The 
Dybek's short story "Blight," from his collec- Second City was published, based on a series of 
tion The Coast of Chicago, takes place in a neigh- New Yorker essays about the time Liebling, a New 
borhood that has been condemned by the city. York journalist, spent in Chicago. Liebling's 
Roaming the neighborhood's jagged landscapes, Chicago was a place of pretentious idiots who dis-
his narrator remembers standing with his white dained the ground they crept on and fled to New 
friends on one end of an echoing viaduct, trying to York whenever possible, not only for culture but 
out-wail a group of black boys harmonizing on the for clothes. Chicagoans practiced ridiculous social 
other end. "Their music meets in the middle," customs, and the provincial town offered no suit-
writes Dybek, "but the kids stay on their side." His able nightlife. 
stories are often narrated by children, giving the Liebling wasn't here long. "I lived in Chicago 
boundaries of home a heightened meaning. for nearly a year in 1949-50," he insisted, "and 
Crossing those lines when you're a kid means went back to check up in May, 1951." Liebling was 
moving onto the unknown and dangerous turf of an outsider, a bully throwing stones. But while 
other kids. Chicago's partisans were inflamed by Liebling's 
While the issue of ethnicity makes for cultural book, Nelson Algren struck a deeper blow. 
and ideological rifts, class may be an even more Algren, who moved to Chicago as a toddler, 
pervasive divider. Studs Terkel has called Chicago cursed his town out one side of his mouth and 
an archetypal American city, and the city kissed it with the other. He immortalized a dim, 
embraces the contradictions of that double-edged unpainted slice of the city's life in a series of books 
sentiment. "How do you define America?" asks spanning more than 15 years. Through Algren's 
Bill Savage, a senior lecturer at Northwestern smeared spectacles, Chicago is a bleak and unfor-
University. "If you define it as poor against the giving city. His characters, some of them veterans 
rich, [Chicago is] certainly that." and many immigrants, stuffed their veins in dank 
While the idea of a neighborhood is meant to motels, rolled drunks in hallways and dealt cards 
evoke the survival of heritage, familial wisdom, in yellow back rooms. He framed Chicago in the 
even a certain tribalism, Chicago's housing proj- constricting maze of the "L" tracks and an oppres-
ects have created neighborhoods in which people sive urban sky. 
are unable to leave. His swan song to Chicago was a homegrown 
Alex Kotlowitz writes about two boys growing version of Second City: Chicago: City on the 
up in the Chicago projects in his 1991 book, There Make. With reference to poet Carl Sandberg's 
Are No Children Here. The book opens with the vision of the city, laughing as an "ignorant fighter 
boys climbing a steep hill near the train tracks. laughs 
• 1 for culture but for clothes. d ~d to ~ew York whenever possible, not on y 
When a train comes through the city's "blighted 
core," the boys hide from the passengers, having 
heard they like to shoot at trespassers. The people 
on the train sit away from the windows. They've 
heard that the kids who trespass sometimes take 
who has never lost a battle," Algren gives us this: 
"The quality of our laughter has altered since that 
appraisal, replaced by something sounding more 
like a juke-box running down in a deserted bar." 
Algren's city continually disappoints him. Even 
his home team, the White Sox, caused him a boy-
junky fiction, juvenile delinquent novels," says 
Savage, who co-edited the 50th anniversary edi-
tion of Algren's The Man With the Golden Arm 
and The Annotated Chicago: City on the Make. 
But Algren's legacy offers more than a loveless 
realism. "Nelson understood that being alive is 
such a special thing, that you really do have to 
believe that everyone is unique and interesting," 
says Kogan. "Even if they can't articulate that, 
you've got to believe it." Kogan draws a parallel 
between the overlooked citizens of Algren's work 
and the "ordinary people" given voice in Studs 
Terkel's oral histories. 
Chicago has claimed the sobriquet of Second 
City. No longer expressing deference to the 
greater masses of New York, it may offer an 
understanding of some of the characters peopling 
the city's literary tradition. Maybe they've got a 
chip on their shoulder; they're losers; they don't 
speak up. But this city gives them their say and 
offers the stories of ordinary sacrifice without 
romance. 
City by the lake 
The most enduring stories about Chicago are 
those that could only have grown from its soil. But 
these stories have outlived their settings. The steel 
mills and stockyards have been permanently 
stilled. Gangsters have stopped wearing fedoras 
and stashing guns in flower boxes. The city keeps 
changing, and new writers will offer new glimpses 
of why their city is remarkable. 
Chicagoans are prone to nostalgia, lining up 
for last meals in restaurants they never frequent-
ed, rewriting their own history to include child-
hood trips to Marhall Field's soon-to-be-gone 
Christmas windows. But it's in Chicago's nature to 
transform. Neighborhood demographics are shuf-
fled from one side of town to another; one build-
ing falls into disrepair while another becomes 
suddenly desirable. 
"The city's an organic thing," says Kogan. "I 
don't give a shit if the Berghoff closes. It was 
around for 100 years, that's a good run for a 
restaurant ... a city has to change to grow." 
Melissa Albert can be reached at albert.melis-
sa@gmail.com 
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No playing 
allowed on 
the roof. The 
view from 
the top of 
the Old 
Chocolate 
Factory. 
Old Chocolate 
Factory 
4710 w. 
Augusta Blvd. 
Chicago 
773.287. 7700 
On Friday nights, fans gather in the showcase room for an 
all-ages show. Many music venues require patrons to be 21. 
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STORY BY JU LI E SALTZ !VIAN I P I-I OTOS BY STACY SiVI I T H 
THE OLD CHOCOLATE FACTORY REHEARSAL STUDIO, near the corner of Cicero and Augusta 
avenues on the city's West Side, is miles from the sexy warehouse-to-loft conversions of Chicago's 
gentrified neighborhoods. The concrete floors, flourescent lighting and chain link fences are relics 
of the Nestle chocolate factory that once inhabited the space. For as little as $300 a month, 22 
bands rehearse in insulated rooms with sheetrock walls and enough electricity to power their 
amps, mixing boards and electric guitars. The bands range from a group of long-haired suburban 
teenagers attempting to play speed-metal to the commercially established Terra Forma. 
On Friday nights, the bands pack the space's showcase room with raucous music fans for an 
all-ages show. "We don't babysit," says studio owner Marty Levin, 55, a commercial photographer 
with no prior music industry experience. It's not a typical landlord-tenant relationship. Levin, 
who's affectionately referred to as "Uncle Marty," sends out memos to the bands reminding them 
to stay off the roof, to throw away their bottles and not to put out their cigarettes on the floor. 
Despite his reminders, Levin seems to have bridged the generational gap. "The only thing I don't 
like," Levin says, "is when the girls call me 'sir."' 
During set breaks, fans from 
around the metro area mix. 
The space is a work-in-progress. Its most recent update was building-wide wi-fi . 
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The space has been rewired to allow for a 
minimum of 20 outlets in each room to 
accommodate amps, mixing boards and 
electric guitars. 
A former Nestle chocolate factory 
is abuzz again, this time with 
the sweet sound of music 
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The Microvision Nomad allows viewers to 
see digital information while also looking at 
the real world around them and having their 
hands free. 
The sixth annual Fashion in Motion show featured clothing with sensors, such as these Hug 
Shirts, which allow wearers to send and receive the sensation of body warmth and heartbeats. 
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John Bell and Richard Roell give a 
digital shout-out to Echo with 
their Nyx Illuminated Clothing. 
JOHN BELL SITS IN THE FRONT ROW at the 
Fashion in Motion show, wearing a stark white 
blazer speckled with colorful geometric designs, a 
Palm 30650 in his right hand. He blends in with 
the well-dressed audience except for one detail: the 
white letters scrolling across the electronic panel 
on his chest. 
Bell, cofounder of Nyx Illuminated Clothing, 
taps a pen on a palm pilot screen. The black velvet 
Hemera purse held by a model on stage sparks to 
life, twinkling with the words "Fashion in Motion 
2006 Rocks." A sea of video cameras, camera 
phones and digital cameras records the image as it 
grows on the colossal screen behind her. 
Technologically enhanced clothing and acces-
sories have found a home on fashion runways. But 
do they have a future on the streets? 
That's not a concern today as more than 30,000 
people from around the world gather for CTIA 
Wireless 2006, a three-day convention in Las 
Vegas, where cutting-edge innovations get their 
first public viewing. CTIA (Cellular 
Telecommunications and Internet Association) 
has included a wireless fashion show for the past 
six years, featuring technology that's integrated 
into clothing and accessories. 
The Fashion in Motion stage is 
much like any other catwalk. Its 
tall, scantily clad models pose 
under the spotlights in designer 
apparel. But there are wires, sen-
sors and devices protruding from 
pockets, sewn into fabric and dan-
gling from arm bands. A long red-
haired model shows off $ 170 Rock 
and Republic jeans as well as a 
-WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY MAKES ITS WAY INTO THE MAINSTREAM 
• 
Microvision Nomad display system that enables 
her to remotely control and access digital informa-
tion anywhere and any time. Another model wears 
a FitSense Technology Inc.'s ActiHealth personal 
monitoring system. Sensors in her armband and 
shoes monitor physical activity, calorie burn, 
weight, body fat, blood pressure and blood glucose. 
When Konrad Zuse completed the first fully 
functioning electro-mechanical computer in 1939, 
he couldn't possibly have envisioned how his cre-
ation would get compressed. Computer power that 
once filled a room soon fit on a desk top, then in a 
laptop and now in a handheld device. Now that 
computers are small enough to wear, it's no sur-
prise that they are finding a place in clothing. 
Fashion in Motion is a response to this develop-
ment and the first place most of these innovations 
are seen. 
Fede's Antiviolence collection features bullet-
resistant fabric that's as soft and lightweight as 
cashmere but five times tougher than steel. Her 
Joy Dress stimulates blood circulation and 
enhances sensations, and her Stressless fabric 
shields wearers from electromagnetic radiation 
generated by cell phones and electronic appliances. 
"A wide range of possibilities will open up when 
advanced apparel design and creative collabora-
tion across apparel supply chains will succeed to 
merge," she says. 
As more companies develop technologically 
enhanced products, the public is slowly catching 
on. "The gross market is not aware of wearable 
computers yet," says Carsten Mehring, PhD, cre-
ator of the Kl'I'I'Y Remote, one of ABC's top 50 
finalists for the television series American 
Inventor. (KITI'Y stands for Keyboard 
Independent Touch Typing 
Technology.) This glove with 
six contacts on each thumb 
(three on the front and three on 
the back to represent a key-
board's three lettered rows) 
allows the wearer to type by 
touching fingers to the various 
points on the thumbs. A scien-
tist and researcher at the 
University of California at 
Irvine, Mehring patented the 
Kl'l'l'Y in 2001. 
The most ubiquitous examples 
of wearable computers in the com-
mercial marketplace are MP3 play-
ers and cell phones with Bluetooth 
headsets. But now companies are 
creating the kinds of futuristic fan-
tasies that once only appeared in 
fiction novels and Jetsons car-
toons. These new wearable com-
puting inventions aren't just for 
the fashion savvy tech geek. They 
include medical devices, such as 
path-finders for the blind and 
heart monitors, as well as items 
that enhance personal safety and 
convenience. The U.S. Army uses a 
wearable computing system for 
soldiers, Land Warrior, that has a 
radio, rifle-mounted video camera, 
thermal sight and GPS. Motorola 
Inc. is developing clothing that 
communicates to washing 
machines the wash cycle it prefers. 
The ActiHealth personal mon-
itoring system displays the 
wearer's calorie burn, blood 
pressure and other vitals. 
Nyx founders Richard Roell 
and John Bell say that products 
like Nyx illuminated clothing 
and the Hemera electronic 
handbag promote freedom of 
speech and even a form of self-
publishing. "If you write poetry 
and live in Chicago, you can put 
your poem right on your jacket 
Alexandra Fede, one of the judges for this year's 
Fashion in Motion show, is considered the first 
"technological stylist.'' She debuted her first tech-
nological haute couture collection in Rome in 
1997. "I am sure that this technology trend will 
grow in a very short time," she says. "We all need 
attractive garments that facilitate communication, 
others that can monitor body signals and new 
types that will be able to pleasantly interact with 
the wearer." 
I HOTOS BY STACY SMITH 
and walk down the street and 
have hundreds, if not thousands, of people look at 
it," Bell says. ''You can get them involved in some 
kind of discussion-it could be politics- you can 
use this to go for or against any political ideas you 
might have.'' 
Today's fashion and technology students are 
already pushing the wearable computing trend 
ahead. Since 1997, the Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and Carnegie Mellon University have 
co-hosted an international symposium on wear-
able computers. Two 2001 graduates of the School 
of the Art Institute of Chicago, Marianne Fairbanks 
and Jane Palmer, plan to unveil bags and purses 
equipped with solar panels for charging electronic 
devices, such as cell phones and iPods. Their idea 
emerged from the lack of access to power in many 
parts of the world. "We wanted to translate that 
powerlessness into something positive and that 
translated into the idea of bringing power into the 
hands of the people," Palmer says. Their bags will 
be available this July at Robin Richmond (2108 N. 
Darnen Ave.). 
Columbia College Chicago will have an exhibi-
tion called "Sartorial Flux" in September at the 
A+D Gallery (619 S. Wabash Ave.) that will feature 
work by international artists reflecting the chang-
ing nature of clothing and fashion in light of mod-
ern technology. 
Kevin Henry, coordinator of Columbia's prod-
uct design program, is hoping to offer a technolog-
ical accessories class this fall semester. "The future 
of wearable computing technology is one that 
embraces a merger of technology, art and design," 
he says. "It's not going to happen overnight, but if 
we can get small groups or clusters of students 
interested in exploring [the fashion technology 
field] then I think it will happen very quickly." 
If this cross-pollination of technology and fash-
ion continues at the pace it has been going, it won't 
be long before it becomes just another part of our 
wardrobes. 
"If the products actually work and do what they 
claim then people will use them ... because there are 
only so many silhouettes and there's a limited 
number of things you can do that haven't already 
been done [in fashion]," says Tom Kolovos, fashion 
editor and stylist for Today's Chicago Woman. 
"Technology and advances in technology are prob-
ably the things that are going to define fashion." 
Lauren Tumas can be reached at ltum@com-
cast.net 
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w.tamarindsushi.com 
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/ 1291 Avacado 
P 301 Asparagus 
fl 31 I Sweet Potato Tempura 
fl 321 Yasal Mixed vegetables 
fl 331 Tekka Tuna 
...) fl 341 Spicy Salmon 
11 351 Super White Tuna 
J /136) Spicy Tuna 
/1 37) California 
/138) Shrimp Tempura 
/I 39I Philadelphia 
( I 40) Ebi-0 Cooked shrimp. cucumber 
11 4 I) Unagf.Cl Fresh water eel. cucumber 
I 142) Negl Hamachl Yellow rail. scallions 
...) II 431 Spicy Octopus 
...) jl44I Spicy Scallop 
jl 4 SJ Spider Soft shell crab 
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ILi 21 Moo Shu 
·(your ch<>lce of vegetable, chicken, pork or shrimp) 
A savoiy stir.fry of shredded mixed vegetables 
served with Chinese pancake wraps and ho/sin 
sauce. This dish Is en~ wrapped up and eaten 
like a burrito . 
(LI 31 Mongolian 
rvour cfiolce of tofU. chid<en, beef. pork or ShrimpJ 
Wok seared with scamons tossed ,n a semi-sweet 
brown sauce. Served on a bed or crispy glass 
noodles. 
• •• • ...)1Ll4J Orange P-1 Glaze 
• • (yoUr choke of tofu. chicken. beef, pork or shrimpJ 
~ Classic orange sauce tossed with crispy render 
• '• meat and broccoli. Served with oranges. 
. , .,'1 J /LISI Kung Bao ;.. , •. • • (your choice of tofu. chkken. beef. pork or shrlmpJ 
f':: , ·,.,· Quick stir.fry with scamons. red pepper. celery and 
... ~ ..."'.~ -., . ~ charred, dried chili peppers. Served with Kung ~ Bao sauce and topped with peanuts. 
.. . . . .,.. 
· ,',, t /LI 6I Lettuce Wraps 
:-"'" ' (your choice of beet. shrimp or seafood! 
~ • ft::"'. Quick stir-fry. finely chopped with scallions. red 
, ; :,ii'., .... 4 ~ pepper, sweet potatoes. cele,y and charred dried 
, ~ -:.:.,. ~.·_. _::.;:.'l.., chili peppers. Rolled in lettuce leaf. 
. ~ ·)~-~ ··~ft~f~E1~1~ti. Tamarind Specialty 
~-tf'-"- ·~· . . .. . . 
• ·i~ lj(~ ;.,/ 
....... - ~--
J Spicy 
!unclt 5pec!n/5 "{ I ,i'\~ .- 4 ' 8/ea ~~fJt;. 5111 n fl5 
• ,._ ,., ·, . ..) ill 
• 
• 
Includes daily soup and salad 
I /4i~ f e~~~; e 
(your choice or chicken or beell 
Sliced meat with rice and nori lettuce. 
Served with tomatoes and terriyaki sauce. 
...)/L2J Spicy Tuna Taco 
Raw ti'sh with avocado, onions and cilantro. 
tomatoes and spicy sauce. 
(L31 Sushi (6 pcsJ 
Tuna. salmon. red snapper, shrimp. eel 
and masago. 
p • , .>I ,.,. 
• 'i, ... ,,, 
: ', ·11J;~J 
... 't ~ 
, ',J - , • • 121 
. '\II'~ 
·.-t ... 
: • '_/ (3) 
.. ·1~ J : Jjr}...) J41 
-r • .,. ,,._., ' rsl" 
Cucumber Salad 
Fresh. crisp cucumber with spicy sweet and 
sour sauce . 
Ginger Salad 
Mixed' greens served with ginger dressing. 
Seaweed Salad 
·Marinated wakame seaweed topped 
with masago. 
Chicken Asian Salad 
Mixed greens. chicken. spicy. sweet and sour 
with house dressing. f• '., 
.. . . ~ .,_. ·~ 
\ : '' ~.·;.• 1, 1 'n'lple Salad Sampler 
•• • t : • • I~ Kan1. lka and tako salad. 
3 
5 
5 
6 
15 
' 
• 
I ' 
• • . , 
I 
' 
' .. 
• t < • 
• • 
••• ;, .... 
• 
~-
IL4) California & Spicy Tuna Maki (I eaJ 
California- cucumber avacado and crab stick. 
Spicy tuna- spicy tuna and cucumber, 
'. '-'·'j: >i•. ~ -:-r1 -·~~ 
!.._¼ .u .,.._} r i.: 1.: r; ~ • , . 2 .... <. • , . ,._ ..., ~- { ,;~ ... ,., ,..., -~-Ii:-'. • 
, r' 
•• ,;;..""' '·!.· . 
'i' I, -· .- ~,1• . I 
-r-r~ ..... ·t'(' ,. \ 
.... :-t ' ~ 0, ~ • -(LSJ Vegetarian Maki Combo 
Spinach. cucumber, avocado and lettuce. 
IL6J Vegetarian Sushi 
(L7J 
Asparagus. spinach, avocado. cucumber, carrots. 
tofu and oshinko. 
Chicken Katsu f' . •• : I 
· .~~ i ;npn11e,e Deep fried chicken with onions, egg and katsu sauce. • J ,~,'$«_,,_ • t h': ..• 
• 
f 
v1efn a 1n e5e 
...)IL8J 
_,) /L9J 
Pork with Vermicelli 
Tender marinated pork with egg roll thin 
vermicelli rice noodles. bean sprouts and 
lettuce. Served with spicy citrus sauce. 
I • 
Lemongrass 
(Your choice of tofu. chicken. beef or squid/ 
Stll'frled onions. bell and chill peppers with basll. 
fish sauce and lemongrass. 
fhn! 
_)/LIO) 
_)/LIi) 
Basil Leaves 
(your chOlce of tofu. chicken. beef or shrimpJ 
Basll leaves. garlic. bell peppers. green onion. 
mushrooms and spicy $3uce. 
Red Curry 
(your choice or tofu, chicken. beef or shrimpJ 
'traditional Thai red curry with coconut milk. bell 
and hot peppers. straw mushrooms and 
baby corn. 
• 
• It 21 Edamame 
· Salted soybeans In the pod. 
fl3I Gyoza 
J~panese pan seared chicken dumplings. 
jl41 Agedashf Tofu ~ Oeep fried tofu topped with shredded nori. 
Served with tempura dipping sauce. 
(I 51 Dynamite Mussel 
Bal<ed green mussels with dynamite sauce. 
/l 6J Vegetable Tempura 
UghUy battered vegetables. Served with 
tempura dipping sauce. 
(I 7J Seafood Tempura 
Scallops. fuh. lobster. shrimp served with 
tempura dipping sauce. 
Jt8J Crispy Soft Shell Crab 
Soft shell crab dredged In seasoned panko 
served with ponzu sauce. 
l,I, v-: 
'i-~L-
• • 
- . r • 
-
• 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
II 
I I 
• 
• 
' 
.. 
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' 
• 
312-379-0970 open daily 11 am- 11 pm 
c It 1'11 e.5 e 
• 
. 
• . 
• • 
• 
(191 Crab Rangoon 
Crispy wontons lilted with seasoned cream 
cheese.scallions and crab meat. 
1201 Egg Rolf 
Cr,spy spring rolls filled with shredded • 
assorted vegetables. 
f2 I I Sprln~ roll 
Sort spring rolls filled with cilantro. tofu, 
bean sprouts. cucumbet carrot. cabbage. 
scrambled egg. crushed peanuts. Hint 
ofwasabl. 
1221 
. 123! 
Potstlckers (steamed upon request/ 
(beef or vegetable/ 
Homemade Chinese pan seared dumplings . 
Steamed Soup Bun 
(your choice or porf( or vegetablesJ 
Steamed and chopped with vegetable broth juice. green onions and ginger. 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
cold nppef!zer5 
/61 Ahi-Pokl Tuna 
Diced Ahi-runa. avocado. scallion. shallots, 
cilantro, wasabl sesame oil and masago. 
Served with dipping chips. 
/71 Tuna Tataki 
Thinly sliced ahi tuna seared and served 
over shredded daikon with ponzu sauce. 
Tamarind's Carpacclo Trio 
Thinly sliced jalapenos over salmon, 
yelloWtall and super white tuna dr/22/ed 
with ponzu sauce. 
191 Summer Rolls (shrimp or tofuJ 
Fresh greens. crispy bean sprouts. cucumber, 
rice noodles and shrimp wrapped in a light 
rice paper. Served with Tamarind sauce. 
1101 
J fl IJ 
Salmon Tartar 
Fresh salmon. cilantro, avacado and jalepenos 
in a light vinaigrette. 
Spicy Tuna Taco 
Tuna. avacado. onion. dlantro and jalepenos 
In a crunchy corn shell. 
8 
I l 
13 
5 
8 
" 
.:,, 
ffta! LY v!efnntne5e • • 
.\ 
' 
' .. 
• 
/241 Calamari 6 
Fresh squid ring.s lightJy battered and deep 
fried WI cr,spy. Served with sweet Thai chili. 
1251 Seafood Sweet Rice 6 
Baby shrimp. scallop. chestnut and shallots . 
(26( Sugar Cane With Shrimp Paste 
Shrimp and water chestnut mix wrapped 
around a juicy sweet sugar cane . 
(27J 
1281 
/291 
Vietnamese Egg Rolf 
Sweet taro. noodles. chopped chick.en. 
crab mear. Shrimp, black mushrooms. carrQt 
mixture. Wrapped in crispy spring roll. 
Beef Lettuce Wraps 
Blend of beef. vegetables and spices. Served 
in cool lettuce cups. 
Fried Moon Shrime Cake 
Minced shrimp pressed wrth wine. ginger. 
onions. Deep ftied. 
" 
5 
6 
" 
...) j301 Thal Chicken Wings 
Red peppers. soy sauce. sweet Thai chili, 
5 
fish sauce. garlic, ginger and lightly stir friecJ. 
• (31 J Thal Style Chicken Taco 
Minced chicken. red pepper. bean sprouts. 
onions. cilantro, avocados. and tomatoes 
with lime. Served in a soft tortilla. 
132) Curry Satay Skewers 
Choice of chicken. beef or coconut shrimp. 
Served with peanut sauce. 
6 
" 
, 
, 
• 
. 
. 
. 
~ 
fried rice 
Your choice of chicken. beef, shrimp. or vegetarian 8 
combination I I (spicy upon request) 
J70t 
171 I 
_) 1721 
J l73J 
Chinese Style Fried Rice 
Wok tossed with bean sprouts. 
mushrooms, peas. onions, scaJlions 
and egg. 
Pineapple Fried Rice 
Onl'?'"· broccoli. carrots. pineapples. 
scair,on$,Ctush«:t cashew nuts and 
chill pepper. 
Basil Fried Rice 
Fresh basil leaves. bell peppers. scallions 
and spicy sauce. 
Curry Fried Rice 
Golden curl'y. spices, onions. carrots and 
broccoli. Mildly spicy. 
5oup 
ISO) 
J f52J 
fS3f 
Big Bowl Sour 
fadd noodles 2.50 
5.50 
Seafood Mlso Soup 
(udon nooclre option) 
Shrimp. calamari. scallop. fish cake with peapod 
and mushrooms In a navorful mJso broth. 
Garden Citrus Soup (vegetarian) 
Broccoli. carrot. mushrooms. napa cabbage and 
peapods In a testy lemon broth. Ught and 
r<ifreshing. 
Vegetarian Hot And Sour Soup 
Sliced tofu. sliced carrots. bamboo shoots. 
mushrooms. 
Shrimp Wonton Soup 
(with mrnced pork) 
Served with scallions. ginger and cilantro. 
Spicy Beef Soup 
Tender beef pieces braised with chill. Aromatic 
spicy and tasty. • 
Tamarind's Duck Soup 
(glass nOOd/e option) 
Peapods. carrots. pickled cabbage. ginger. green 
onions and black peppers. 
..) f56f Asian Lamb Soup 
l'hln strips of lamb with bean sprouts, broccoli. 
lemongrass and hot chill peppers. 
j57J Chinese Seafood Soup 
Shrimp. scallops and crabmeat combination. finely 
chopped. swimming In a hearty white egg drop 
soup. Low fat. 
..) !Ml Thal Seafood Soup fTom yum soup) 
Shrimp. Clams, fish. straw mushrooms. baby corn 
'ii and /emongrass. Spicy. tangy. fragrant and fresh. 
J (59f Thai Chh;ken & Coconut Soup 
-' (Tom kha ka1) 
Chicken. baby corn. straw mushroom. coconut 
milk. li,mongrass, and ginger. 
[60) Vietnamese Pho Soup (rice noodles) 
flare beef slices. beef balls and beer tendon 
combinatioA. Served with bean sprouts. basil 
leaves. lime. and chili slices. Light and delicious. 
,j6l l Vietnamese Calamari SouP. 
Squid In a hot pepper paste soup with fresh 
ciJantro. 
/621 Brown Rice Chicken Soup 
!;hlcken. g inger. cabbage. carrots and celel'y In a 
rich broth. 
noodle, 
'I; ' Your ct,o;,ce of ch,cken. beef. shrimp. or vegetarian 8 
combination 1 I 
f6-4J Yaki Udon 
(spicy upon request) 
Japanese~tyle jtlr-fry with thick round 
nooclles anit vegetables. 
f(,,fif Double Pan-Fried Noodles 
I hin. semi crisp \!99 nood.les topped 
with carrots,Chlhese broccoli, celel'f 
and onio1Jrin a mild brown sauce. 
f66J Taiwan Shini!'lg Noodles 
Thin string l'IOOdles hand made from 
Taiwan r re wok seared and tossed 
with vegetables. 
• 
Jolt Lo Mein (soft' noodles) 
Wo~ seared noodles tossed with classic 
Chinese vegetables In a mild brown sauce. 
f68l Pa d Thal 
f69f 
Thin rice noodles with tofv. bean sprouts. 
egg and ground peanuts in a clas11c Thai 
styje~eet sauce. 
Pad See Ew 
Semi cr-isp wide riee noodles combined wfth 
vegetables in a delicious sweet brown sauce. 
·' 
:, .-;~ • ia.m-arincl Spec1a11:y J Spicy 
• • 
-
' 
enfree, 
clt!ne}e 
f90J Moo Shu 
A savory sUr-rry or shredded mixed vegetables 
served with Chinese pancake wraps and hols/n 
sauce. This dish is enjoyed wrapped up and. eaten 
lfke a burrito. 
J9 ll 
..) 1921 
J f93f 
J )94J 
1951 
_) f96J 
J97f 
f'ISJ 
..) t9'1J 
, 
tofu 8 chicken I I duck IS shrimp I 5 
Sweet and Sour 
This dish combines crispy morsels of meat bell 
peppers and onions. tos.sed with a SWttt and sour 
sauce. Served with pineapples. 
chicken I I pork I I shrimp 15 fish 16 
Empress 
This dish combines crispy morsels of meat. baby 
corn.carrots and broccoli, tos.sed with a sweet 
and spicy sauce. Our hot ravonte. 
chicken I I pork I I shrimp 15 fish 16 
Kung Bao 
OuiCk stir-fry with scallions. red pepper. celery and 
charred. dried chill peppers. Served with peanuts. 
chicken I I beef 13 shrimp I 5 fish 16 
Orange Peel Glaze 
Classic orange sauce tossed wilt) crispy tender 
meat and broccoli. Served with oranges. 
chicken 1 I beer I 3 shrimp 15 fish 16 
Mongolian (spicy upon request) 
WOk seared with scaltlons tossed in a semi.sweet 
brown sauce. Served on a bed of crispy glass 
nOOdles. 
chicken I I beef I 3 shrimp 1 S fish 16 
Szechwan Style 
Stlr-rl'f with !lanlc. ginger. bell peppers, onions 
and spfcY chill sauce. A classic dish. 
chicken I I beet I 3 shrimp I 5 fish I 6 
Sesame 
Crispy chunks of tender chicken covered with a 
rich honey brown sauce. Served with Chinese 
broccoli. 
chicken I I beef 13 shrimp IS fish 16 
Honey Walnut 
Brocco,,. hOney grazed walnuts and mayonnaise. 
ch icken r I beef 13 shrimp 15 fish 16 
General Tso 
Broccoli. baby corn and carrots In a spicy sauce. 
chicken I I beef I 3 shrimp I S 
; apane5e 
[Served with mlso soup and rice) 
j106J 
JI 071 
Terlyakl 18 
Your choice of salmon or beer. Served with 
our speciaJ te<iyaki .sauce. 
Tempura Dinner 
Batter-fried to crispy perfection. 
vegetable 12 shrimp 15 lobster 18 
p08f Don 
_) flOI I 
..) /1021 
(103/ 
Sliced Rsh served over rice. 
eel I 5 hamachi I 8 tuna I 8 
assorted 20 flta! 
Red Curry (spicy) 
Traditional Tfial red curry with coconut milk. hot 
peppers. bell peppers, straw mushrooms and 
baby corn. 
tofu 8 chicken I I beef 13 shrimp I 5 
Green Curry (spicy) 
Famous Thai green curl'f with coconut milk. basil, 
spices, bell peppe,; straw mushroom, baby com. 
tofu 8 chicken I I beef 13 shrimp 15 
Spicy Basil Leaves 
Basil leaves. garlic. bell peppers. green onions. 
mushrooms and spJcy sauce. Served with a side 
of rice . 
tofu 8 chicken I I beef 13 shrimp I 5 
Garlic 
Garlic. pe,1pods. mushrooms. onions. baby com. 
and szyy sauce. 
tofu 8 chicken I I beef 13 shrimp I 5 
JI 04J Sweet Cashew 
cashew nuts. string beans and bell peppe<s. SCl'\/Cd 
with a sweet brown sauce. · '-
tofu 8 chicken 11 beef 13 shrimp IS 
Thmarlnd Duck 15 
Pan-fried duck with Tamarind sauce. Served 
with taro . 
• 
• 
' 
T 
I yre,fnn 111e5e 
l,!,.O'lt Grilled Lemongrass Beef 13 
Tender ma.rinated beef. with cucumbers 
and tomatoes. 
p I Oj Mussels In Coconut Milk 15 
Steamed clams with ~ ill, 
p I II Stir-fried Chill Sctuld Is 
Squid with chili. garlic. Jalapeno. basil 
and sweet S(lY sauce. 
J {t72_i Grilled Pork With I I 
Fine V ermicelli 
Tender marinated pork with egg roll thin 
vermicem rice flOOdJ~s. ~an sprouts and 
lettuce. Served with splcf cltrus s.-,uce. 
dinner ,pec!n/5 
Pre-fixed Dinner Package 3 1/ perperson 
ln~ludes your choice or the following: 
Soup or ~ppetizer 
o(nner entree 
Dessert 
Coffee or tea 
•• 
Ga.rden Citrus : oup (vegc!,a~ ff p 
Brocco/l carrot mue11>rooms. napa cabbage and 
peapods ln,a zesty lemon broth, Ught and 
refre$hlng. · 
JD2J Seafood Mlso ,soup 
jl')3J 
Shrimp. calamari. scallop. fish cake with peapod 
and ml/shroomsJn ~ navo,tul mlso broth. 
Tom Yum Soup 
Lemon gras-s, Thal ginger. mushrooms and 
sllc.ed ~hfcken wlth a touch of lemon juice 
a1Jd chi// powder, 
I 
. ,_,.,,._ nppef1zer5 
l o4j A hl-Pokl Tuna 
Dked Ah~tuna. avocado. scallfon. shallots, 
St eamed Soup Bun 
(your cfioice o( potk or vegetables) 
Steamed llnd chopped w,th veget.1ble broth juice. 
gre~ onions and ginger. 
(06) Summer Rolls (shrimp or tofu) 
Fresh 9reens. (rlspy bean sprouts, cucumber. 
rice noodles and stirlmp wrapped In a Jlght 
rice paper. Serve~ with Tamarind sauce. 
enfree, 
All served with brown rlce. 
/ J~panese f thal ( Chinese V vletnamese 
f07I Sashimi Platter / 
j3 µcs e~,h~ · 
Tuna. salmon and harrillchl with spicy sauce. 
Jb8f Su shi Platter ,I 
flpc each! 
Goctzma maki. tuna. super white tuna. hamachi 
ands.afmon. 
[D'IJ V egetarian Platter /. 
f7.p<-s each o< 1u!ll) 
Milo soup. yasal maid' fmixed vegetables}. spinach. 
avocado. asparagus and sweet tofu. 
• 
10101 Sea Bass / 
Pan-lii<!d. se.,red sea bass with a side of vegetables. 
[D I IJ Cinnamon Duck f 
Stir-fried. braised duck with plum sugar and 
cinnamon. 
JOI ?.J Grilled Lemongrass Beef V 
Tende< marinated beef, w ith cucumbers 
and tomaioes. 
_) )0131 
_) )D11f 
Orange Peel Glaze Chicken C 
Clas.sic orange sauce tossed with crispy tender 
chicken and broccoli. Served with oranges. 
Salt & Pepper ShrJmPl'Scallop C 
Shrimp & icallops in a deep-1rled bird's nest 
Served w/th Jaiepenos and green onions. 
de,,erf 
/D IS/ Banana Wonton 
1D16/ Apple Wonton 
10171 Banana Chocolate Egg Roll 
The Internet offers 
an unrivaled 
opportunity for 
publication. 
But before you 
post that story, 
knowhowto 
protect your 
intellectual 
property 
REGISTERING YOUR 
COP RIGHT 
To register your work, down-
load an application from 
www.copyright.gov. Fill it out and 
mail it in, along with $30 and a 
copy of the work you're copyright- : 
ing. (This can't be done online.) ! 
It's best to send your applica- ! 
tion by registered or certified mail, ! 
' so you can be notified when it : 
' 
arrives. Regardless of how long it ! 
takes to process your application, ! 
your work is copyrighted the ! 
' minute the copyright office ! 
receives it. -K. Anderson : 
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WE BLOG, WE INSTANT MESSAGE, WE FIND OLD BOYFRIENDS, WE SHOP. u 
Americans continue to spend a good chunk of their the growing demand for content on the web. ~ 
0 
time online, using the information superhighway to "That doesn't mean your first journalism job will be ~ 
help them navigate their hectic lives. Increasingly, the working for the online edition of the New York Times," ffi 
Internet has become our source of information and says Steve Outing, interactive media columnist for § 
entertainment. Nearly 30% of Americans go online for Editor & Publisher. But a growing number of students ~ ~ news at least three times a week, according to the Pew and young professionals will be published for the first -
Research Center for the People and the Press. time online. ~ 
'Z 
The proliferation of online media has helped the However, having work published on the Internet Q !;i 
next generation of journalists, designers and photog- comes with its own set of problems. Here's a primer ~ 
raphers join the ranks of published professionals. The about some of the potential perils of being published § 
initial barriers to entry have been lowered because of online. -Julie Saltzman -
QUALITY CLIPS? STOLEN WORK? 
We all need clips. Because the Internet is unregulated, it's far easier to Marlene Piturro, a freelance journalist, was looking for a copy of an article 
break in online than in print publications. But how much will these clips do she had written. She knew that it would be online, so she Googled herself. To 
for your journalism career? her surprise and horror, pages of hits came up displaying years of her work 
Some webzines are highly respected and highly selective, including . that had been posted by people she didn't know. Piturro soon discovered that 
Slate.com and Salon.com. A clip on one of these sites will impress any editor, l her work was being sold online in more than 10 countries and some of her 
print or online. But the barriers are just as high as the ones in comparable l articles were even available at Amazon.com for $5.95 apiece. 
print publications. , ......... ~ ............................................................... , For new journalists and veter-
The less selective a website, the better chance you have of being R i\111 O ~- y an reporters, the easy access to 
published there-along with everyone else. Creative commons licensing: This is a great information on the Internet 
"It's kind of like a Catch-22," says Rebecca Schingel, a Columbia way to get your work out to the world if your poses a serious threat to intellec-
College graduate who frequently publishes on Associated Content, · main goal is exposure. There are several types, tual property, which includes any 
where anyone with a computer can publish columns or articles on any but what it boils down to is a flexible copy- original work, such as articles, 
topic. Nothing is edited, either, so the quality of work varies widely. "It right. You can decide who gets to use your music, photographs, illustrations 
challenges you as a writer to self-edit, but on the other hand, as ajour- work and how they have to use it. Just be : and films. 
nalist, you are lumped into an non-special category because anyone aware that once you decide to give away some Theft of intellectual property 
can publish content on AC," Schingel says. of your authorship rights, you can't take them is a part of life online, says 
Joe Procopio, whose Intrepid Media site also is open to a wide range back. www.creativecommons.org. Chicago attorney Evan Brown, 
of submissions, defends this approach to publishing. "We're very Work made for hire: Under certain condi- author of the weblog www.inter-
mindful of letting the writer say what they want to say with their own tions, your empoyer retains full rights to your netcases.com and a specialist in 
voice," Procopio says. "Beyond mechanical corrections, we pretty work. An article by a staff writer at a newspa- intellectual property law. "Expect 
much leave the piece as is. Because of this, we get a lot of fresh, unique, per or magazine, for example, belongs to the that stuff like this is going to hap-
and even experimental pieces that are intriguing and passionate." publication, not the writer. Some commis- l pen. It's not the end of the 
Intrepid boasts 225 column and feature writers, none of whom are sioned work also has this status. l world," he says. Fortunately, 
paid. Verbal contract: An agreement that's dis- l there are laws and practices that 
There is a middle ground, however. Jonathan Feit, publisher and cussed but never written down. Verbal con- l can protect you. 
editor-in-chief of Citizen Culture Magazine, says he and his staff heav- tracts are enforceable, but the details of the Getting an official copyright is 
ily edit copy before it is posted. Feit says his site is as selective and agreement are more difficult to prove. l one of the best ways to protect 
established as a print publication, but it's not as hard to break into as Written contract: A contract that is written l your work. While you don't need 
Slate.com or Salon.com. down and agreed upon by both parties (on l to register with the copyright 
"As chief editor, I see the pieces after they've already been line-edit- paper or via email). Often includes payment, l office to have your rights protect-
ed, and any final tweaks that need to happen go through me directly," terms of contract and type of work. l ed, if someone steals your work, 
he says. "But generally, the writers and editors work together. Each Copyright: A registered copyright with the l you will have to formally register 
editor has a slightly unique style, but that's to be expected at every pub- government is separate from any contract you before you can pursue legal 
lication." may have with a purchaser of your work. action. "If you don't have a copy-
In the end, writers who are published online have to make sure their . Copyright assignment: If this term appears right registration, the court will 
work is up to the standards that print publications traditionally ! in writing, it means you've given away all just toss your infringement case 
impose. If the online work in your portfolio is full of errors or poorly l rights to your work to the purchaser. A verbal : out," Brown says. 
written, it will reflect poorly on your ability. l copyright assignment cannot be enforced, l Moreover, if you register your 
' ' 
"Online journalism has, in many cases, reached a point where it is l even if you did agree. l work within 90 days of publish-
on par with, or close to, print journalism," Feit says. "Though the fact- l Limited use contract: Allows the purchaser l ing it or in advance of an 
checking bar isn't as high, the writing is often similar, and can likewise l to use your work under specific guidelines. l infringement, you may be able to 
• • 
reflect talent or lack thereof."-Trish Bendix l Freelance journalists often sell First North l recover statutory damages, 
................................................................................................................. ~ American rights, meaning the publication has · which can be up to $30,000 per 
A WEBSITE OF YOUR OWN the right to print a story first and only once in work. If you don't copyright your 
Here are a few tips on presenting and protecting your online work North America. After a period of time, usually work in a timely manner, you'll 
from Melisa Goh, Chicago Tribune interactive's internet producer: 60 to 90 days, the author may resell the article. only be able to collect actual 
Create your own website. "You want to control the presentation Doctrine of fair use: The usual defense for damages, meaning you'll have to 
of yourself. If the way your work appears on another site is poorly copyright infringement. Among other things, it prove exactly how much money 
copy edited, that doesn't show you well. makes allowances for the nature, substance, you lost because of the infringe-
Make sure it's attractive and easy to navigate. "Have a very sim- intent, and effect of the unauthorized repro- ment and only will be entitled to 
pie, nicely designed website that highlights your work. It's really duction. -K. Anderson i recover that amount. 
about learning to promote yourself and a website should be about ~ ......................................................................... J If, like Piturro, you find unau-
that. Have your clips presented in an organized fashion and make thorized copies of your work online, the first step is to send a cease and desist 
sure when people click them, that those links aren't broken. Make letter. "That's the prelude to any legal action," says Brown. The letter should 
sure the piece is still posted on the site." be clear and strongly worded so that it will hold up in court if a letter proves 
Polish your work. "Make sure the work is presented as intended, insufficient. 
meaning flawless copyediting. It's all about presentation." You also have the right to notify the web provider or site host of the 
Be easy to reach. "Make sure your name and contact information infringement. According to Section 512 of the Digital Milennium Copyright 
are easily found." Act, if they don't take the copyrighted content off their pages, they are also 
Include a copyright statement. "Anything that is created is auto- liable for the infringement. "It's an effective way of getting the content 
matically copyrighted in America. Put a copyright notice saying 'all removed right away without actually going to court," says Brown. 
content copyright' your name and whatever year it is on your page." So, when do you need a lawyer? "Before you get in trouble," Brown says. If 
Make it portable. "Copy that website onto a disk they can hand to · there's a lot of money at stake and a significant portion of your work has been 
people when they meet them." -Jen Billock stolen, you may need some professional legal help. -K. Anderson 
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THE ECO-EXPERTS GIVE COLUMBIA STUDENTS 
AND THEIR DORMS A MAKEOVER 
BY JULIE SALTZMAN 
You go to an art school in an urban environment. Since Columbia lacks a campus quad or a stu-
dent union, you've managed to avoid the eco-nazis; the burlap wearing, Phish listening, hacky-sack 
playing types who breed on the outdoor lawns of traditional campuses, living to chastise unsus-
pecting college students for their part in the ecological genocide and the killing of baby seals. 
But beware, something scarier is lurking. Echo is drop-
ping the "h" and getting on the green soap box (the non-
toxic, non-animal-tested kind). If you're a trash creating, 
air polluting, resource draining Columbia Student, we 
don't want you spending your college years in environmen-
tal oblivion. With the help of a team of environmental 
experts, we've analyzed a sample dorm room and exam-
ined some of the common ways we waste water and 
resources, pollute the air and add to the world's grow-
ing trash problem. 
Each of our specialists has a specific 
environmental ax to grind. For the 
breathtaking facts about air pollu-
tion, we spoke with Lisa Bennett, 
project manager for Clean Air 
Counts, a division of the 
Center for Neighborhood 
Technology. Bennett not 
only worries about the 
depleting ozone layer, 
but our indoor air 
quality as well, which 
can be up to four 
times worse than the 
outside air. Scary 
stuff for those living 
in cramped quar-
ters. Our trash guy, 
Lloyd Hicks, direc-
tor of the solid waste 
prevention program 
at INFORM, an envi-
ronmental research 
organization partly 
funded by the EPA, 
wants us to think about trash- not only the disposal issues, 
but the resources and energy that go into creating stuff ,-ve 
throw out (which Hicks calls their "ecological backpack"). 
Our iiber-expert, Claudia Regojo, director of the North 
Park Village Nature Center, preaches personal responsibil-
ity. "Never pour anything you wouldn't drink down the 
drain, "Regojo says. "No one wants your battery acid, birth 
control pills and other toxic junk in their water supply." 
- ·· 
~ ~ , . 
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To supplement the wisdom of our three eco-
experts, we dug up data from the 
Environmental Protection Agency, the 
National Resources Defense Council 
and the City of Chicago Department 
of the Environment. 
In addition to pointing out 
your eco-flaws, we're offer-
ing cost-effective tips for 
cleaning up your act. 
"These are all simple 
things," says Regojo. 
"You know how you 
live your life and you 
know where you can 
cut out the waste. 
You may think 
money is holding 
you back, but in the 
end you'll come out 
ahead by saving 
resources." 
Julie Saltzman can 
be reached at 
julie.saltzman@ 
comcast.net 
PHOTOILLUSTRATION BY STACY SMITH 
COMPUTER 
Issue Computers in 
standby mode drain 
major amounts of energy. 
Solution Turn off your 
power strip when you're 
not using your computer. 
PRINTER 
Issue Every year, 
Americans throw away 
enough paper to build a 
12-foot wall from New 
York to Los Angeles. 
Solution Print double-
sided and read more publi-
cations online. 
BATHROOM 
Issue Your bathroom 
accounts for 75 percent of 
the water used inside your 
home. 
Solution No need to forgo 
hygiene or grow dread-
locks. Just turning off the 
water while brushing your 
teeth, shaving and washing 
your face can save 10 to 20 
gallons of water per week. 
THERMOSTAT 
Issue Energy consumption is 
the largest stationary source 
of pollution in Chicago. 
"We're living in an urban 
heat island," Regojo says. 
Solution Each degree you 
lower your thermostat in the 
winter reduces your fur-
nace's energy consumption 
by 3°/o. Try 65 to 68 degrees 
when home during the day, 
and 55 degrees at night. 
OUTLET 
Issue Your cell phone contains 
arsenic, lead and other sub-
stances that can damage the 
nervous and reproductive sys-
tems and cause cancer when they 
are released into the air through 
incineration or into groundwater 
after being placed in landfills. 
Solution Donate old phones, 
pagers and PDAs to organiza-
tions that give them a second life 
in other countries. (Collective 
Good has drop boxes at Staples 
office supply stores.) 
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UNDER THE SINK / 
CLEANING PRODUCTS 
Issue Many cleaning prod-
ucts contain hazardous 
compounds like benzene, 
toluene and xylene-stuff 
that can make the indoor 
air quality of a small dorm 
room approach that of a 
coal mine. 
Solution Save your money 
and your lungs with a sim-
ple indoor cleaner. In a 
spray bottle, combine half a 
teaspoon of baking soda, 2 
teaspoons of borax, half a 
teaspoon of liquid soap and 
2 cups of hot water. 
u 
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LIGHTBULB 
Issue Only 10% of the energy used 
by incandescent bulbs produces 
light. The remaining 90% is given 
off as heat. 
ASUPERDORM 
QUAD SEMI-SUITE 
(365 SQ. FT. Solution If every household in the 
U.S. replaced one light bulb with 
an Energy Star compact fluorescent 
light bulb, it would have the ener-
gy saving equivalent of removing a 
million cars from the road. 
PER ROOM) 
DVD PLAYER 
Issue Americans pay $1 
bil lion annual ly to power 
televisions, DVD players 
and VCRs while they are 
turned off. 
TOILET 
Issue A typical toilet uses up 
to five gallons of water per 
flush. A leaky one wastes 
more than 50 gallons a day. 
Solution If it's yellow let it 
mellow; if it's brown flush it 
down. 
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TRASH CAN 
, 
Issue Americans produce 
about 220 mi llion tons of 
garbage each year, enough 
to bury more than 82,000 
footbal l fields six feet deep 
in compacted garbage. 
Solution Buy food items in 
bulk when possible. You'll 
save money and create less 
trash. 
/ 
~ 
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Solution Get in the habit 
of unplugging unused 
electronics. 
TV 
Issue Owning a plasma 
TV is the home equivalent 
of a gas-guzzling SUV. It 
can require as much elec-[] tricity as a refrigerator. 
Solution Buy Energy Star 
-
-
J ~ 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
CAR 
rated televisions and 
other appliances. 
TOILET PAPER ROLL / 
KLEENEX BOX 
Issue Kleenex, Charmin, 
Puffs and other major 
paper brands come from 
ancient and endangered 
trees that grow in the 
southern United States 
and Alberta, Canada 
Solution Use a handker-
chief or buy tissues made 
from 100% recycled paper. 
If every house used one 
less box annually, 163,000 
trees would be saved. 
Issue Jackrabbit starts do more than 
make you seem like an asshole. One 
second of high-powered driving can 
produce nearly the same volume of 
carbon monoxide emissions as half an i / 
hour of normal driving. V / 
Solution Slow down. Driving 65 mph 
instead of 75 mph improves your fuel 
~conomy by 10%. Keep your tires fully 
inflated and you'll increase fuel effi-
ciency. And never dump motor oil 
down the storm drains. One oil 
change (about 4 quarts) can contami-
nate one million gallons of water. 
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BY JEN BILLOCK 
The streets of Chicago 
are sprinkled with a myriad 
of ethnic languages. 
Here's a handy guide to asking 
a CT A traveler's most 
important question, 
'When is the train coming?'' 
at stops along the Red Line. 
(D ECHO SUMMER FALL 2006 
LOYOLA I Hebrew 
? ;-JKJ:'l n:i:ii:'l "ni':) 
maht eye meh gee uh 
hah rah keh vet? 
ARGYLE I Persian 
?4,~1.111 o~i .)U:ai 4i 
zoo ba hahn kay mee yaht? 
WILSON I Spanish 
l Cuando llega el tren? 
kwan do yay gah ehl trehn? 
CHICAGO I English 
When is the train coming? 
wen iz the trane cum ing? 
SOX-35TH I Croatian 
Kad stigne vlak? 
kahd stin yay vlahk? 
95TH/DAN RYAN I Polish 
Kiedy poci~ przybywa? 
key day po chunk shbe va 
MORSE I Russian 
Kor,na noe3,n npHXo,nuT? 
kahg dah poh yeezd pree ho deet? 
BERWYN I Swedish 
Nar komma toget? 
naer ko mer tau ghet? 
LA WREN CE I Korean 
71~~ 7~ £:!X~I 21-£? 
gee cha gah ohn jeh way oh? 
SHERIDAN I Italian 
Quando arriva ii treno? 
kwan do ah ree vah eel treh no? 
CERMAK-CHINATOWN I 
Mandarin Chinese 
X:$ft-ZB°1~*? 
hwoh chay shehn moh she hwoh lay? 
47TH I German 
Wann kommt der Zug an? 
yahn kohmt da ir zoog ahn? 
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